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Schur–Weyl duality for orthogonal groups
Stephen Doty and Jun Hu
Abstract
We prove Schur–Weyl duality between the Brauer algebra Bn(m) and the orthogonal group
Om(K) over an arbitrary infinite field K of odd characteristic. If m is even, we show that
each connected component of the orthogonal monoid is a normal variety; this implies that the
orthogonal Schur algebra associated to the identity component is a generalized Schur algebra. As
an application of the main result, an explicit and characteristic-free description of the annihilator
of n-tensor space V ⊗n in the Brauer algebra Bn(m) is also given.
1. Introduction
Let m,n ∈ N. Write λ ⊢ n to mean that λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . ) is a partition of n, and denote by
ℓ(λ) the largest integer i such that λi 6= 0.
Let K be an infinite field and V an m-dimensional K-vector space. The natural left action
of the general linear group GL(V ) on V ⊗n commutes with the right permutation action of the
symmetric group Sn. Let ϕ, ψ be the corresponding natural representations
ϕ : (KSn)
op → EndK
(
V ⊗n
)
, ψ : KGL(V )→ EndK
(
V ⊗n
)
,
respectively. The well-known Schur–Weyl duality (see [8], [17], [37], [46], [47]) says that
(a) ϕ
(
(KSn)
op
)
= EndKGL(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
, and if m ≥ n then ϕ is injective, and hence an
isomorphism onto EndKGL(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
,
(b) ψ
(
KGL(V )
)
= EndKSn
(
V ⊗n
)
,
(c) if charK = 0, then there is an irreducible KGL(V )-KSn-bimodule decomposition
V ⊗n =
⊕
λ=(λ1,λ2,··· )⊢n
ℓ(λ)≤m
∆λ ⊗ Sλ,
where ∆λ (resp., S
λ) denotes the irreducible KGL(V )-module (resp., irreducible KSn-
module) associated to λ.
There are also Schur–Weyl dualities for symplectic groups and orthogonal groups in the
semisimple case, i.e., when K has characteristic zero; see [3], [4] and [5]. In these cases,
the symmetric group will be replaced by certain specialized Brauer algebras. We are mostly
interested in the non-semisimple case. In [10], Schur–Weyl duality between the Brauer algebra
Bn(−2m) and the symplectic group Sp2m(K) over an arbitrary infinite field K was proved. In
[30], the second author gave an explicit and characteristic-free description of the annihilator
of n-tensor space V ⊗n in the Brauer algebra Bn(−2m).
The aim of this work is to generalize these results to the orthogonal case. We first recall the
definition of orthogonal group over an arbitrary infinite field K with charK 6= 2. Let V be an
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m-dimensional K-vector space with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ). Then the
orthogonal similitude group (resp., orthogonal group) relative to ( , ) is
GO(V ) :=
{
g ∈ GL(V )
∣∣∣∣ ∃ 0 6= d ∈ K, such that (gv, gw) = d(v, w)∀ v, w ∈ V
}
(
resp., O(V ) :=
{
g ∈ GL(V )
∣∣∣ (gv, gw) = (v, w), ∀ v, w ∈ V }. )
By restriction fromGL(V ), we get natural left actions ofGO(V ) andO(V ) on V ⊗n. Note that
if 0 6= d ∈ K is such that (gv, gw) = d(v, w) for any v, w ∈ V , then ((√d−1g)v, (√d−1g)w) =
(v, w) for any v, w ∈ V . Therefore, if K is large enough such that √d ∈ K for any d ∈ K, then
g ∈ GO(V ) implies that (a idV )g ∈ O(V ) for some 0 6= a ∈ K. In that case,
ψ(g) = ψ
(
(a−1 idV )(a idV )g
)
= ψ
(
a−1 idV
)
ψ
(
(a idV )g
)
=
(
a−n idV ⊗n
)
ψ
(
(a idV )g
)
= a−nψ
(
(a idV )g
)
.
It follows that
ψ
(
KO(V )
)
= ψ
(
KGO(V )
)
provided K is closed under square roots.
We now recall the definition of Brauer algebra. Let x be an indeterminate over Z. The Brauer
algebra Bn(x) over Z[x] is a unital Z[x]-algebra with generators s1, · · · , sn−1, e1, · · · , en−1 and
relations (see [21]):
s2i = 1, e
2
i = xei, eisi = ei = siei, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
sisj = sjsi, siej = ejsi, eiej = ejei, ∀ 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n− 2,
sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1, eiei+1ei = ei, ei+1eiei+1 = ei+1, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2,
siei+1ei = si+1ei, ei+1eisi+1 = ei+1si, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
Bn(x) is a free Z[x]-module with rank (2n− 1) · (2n− 3) · · · 3 · 1. For any commutative Z[x]-
algebra R with x specialized to δ ∈ R, we define Bn(δ)R := R⊗Z[x] Bn(x). This algebra was
first introduced by Richard Brauer (see [3]) in order to describe how the n-tensor space V ⊗n
decomposes into irreducible modules over the orthogonal group O(V ) or the symplectic group
Sp(V ), where V is an orthogonal or symplectic vector space. In Brauer’s original formulation,
the algebra Bn(x) was defined as the complex linear space with basis the set Bdn of all Brauer
n-diagrams, graphs on 2n vertices and n edges with the property that every vertex is incident
to precisely one edge. The multiplication of two Brauer n-diagrams is defined using natural
concatenation of diagrams. For more details, we refer the readers to [26] and [30]. Note that
the subalgebra of Bn(x) generated by s1, s2, · · · , sn−1 is isomorphic to the group algebra of
the symmetric group Sn over Z[x].
The Brauer algebra has been studied in a number of references, e.g., [3], [4], [5], [7], [10],
[17], [22], [23], [24], [30], [31], [32], [34], [48]. To set up a Schur–Weyl duality for orthogonal
groups, we only need certain specialized Brauer algebras which we now recall. Let Bn(m) :=
Z⊗Z[x] Bn(x), where Z is regarded as Z[x]-algebra by specifying x to m. Let Bn(m)K :=
K ⊗Z Bn(m), where K is regarded as Z-algebra in the natural way. Then there is a right
action of the specialized Brauer algebra Bn(m)K on the n-tensor space V
⊗n which commutes
with the natural left action of GO(V ). We recall the definition of this action. Let δi,j denote
the value of the usual Kronecker delta. For any integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we set i′ = m+ 1− i.
We fix an ordered basis
{
v1, v2, · · · , vm
}
of V such that
(vi, vj) = δi,j′ , ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
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The right action of Bn(m) on V
⊗n is defined on generators by
(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin)sj := vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗ vij+1 ⊗ vij ⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin ,
(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin)ej := δij ,i′j+1vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗
( m∑
k=1
vk ⊗ vk′
)
⊗ vij+2
⊗ · · · ⊗ vin .
That is, the action of sj is by place permutation and the action of ej is by a composition
of Weyl’s “contraction” operator with an “expansion” operator. Let ϕ be the K-algebra
homomorphism
ϕ : (Bn(m))
op → EndK
(
V ⊗n
)
induced by the above action.
Lemma 1.1. ([3], [4], [5]) 1) The natural left action of GO(V ) on V ⊗n commutes with the
right action of Bn(m). Moreover, if K = C, then
ϕ
(
Bn(m)
op
C
)
= EndCGO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
= EndCO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
,
ψ
(
CGO(V )
)
= ψ
(
CO(V )
)
= EndBn(m)C
(
V ⊗n
)
,
2) ifK = C andm ≥ n then ϕ is injective, and hence an isomorphism onto EndCGO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
,
3) if K = C, then there is an irreducible CGO(V )-Bn(m)C-bimodule decomposition
V ⊗n =
[n/2]⊕
f=0
⊕
λ⊢n−2f
λ′1+λ
′
2≤m
∆(λ) ⊗D(λ),
where ∆(λ) (respectively, D(λ)) denotes the irreducible CGO(V )-module (respectively, the
irreducible Bn(m)-module) corresponding to λ, and λ
′ = (λ′1, λ
′
2, · · · ) denotes the conjugate
partition of λ.
The first main result in this work removes the restriction on K in part 1) and part 2) of the
above theorem. We have
Theorem 1.2. For any infinite field K of odd characteristic, we have
(a) ψ
(
KGO(V )
)
= EndBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
;
(b) ϕ
(
Bn(m)
)
= EndKGO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
= EndKO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
, and if m ≥ n, then ϕ is also
injective, and hence an isomorphism onto
EndKGO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
.
We remark that the first statement in part b) first appeared in [17] based on a completely
different approach. The algebra
SoK(m,n) := EndBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
is called the orthogonal Schur algebra associated to GO(V ). Note that we use a different
definition of orthogonal Schur algebra in Section 2 by defining SoK(m,n) to be the linear dual
of a certain coalgebra; the two definitions are reconciled in (2.3). Let R = Z[1/2]. Let VR be
the free R-module generated by v1, · · · , vm. Let Bn(m)R be the Brauer algebra defined over
R. We set
SoR(m,n) := EndBn(m)R
(
V ⊗nR
)
.
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In the course of our proof of Theorem 1.2, we show that the orthogonal Schur algebra is
stable under base change, and the dimensions of both the orthogonal Schur algebra and the
endomorphism algebra EndKGO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
are independent of the infinite field K as long as
charK 6= 2, see Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 3.7. We have also the following result:
Theorem 1.3. Let K be an infinite field of odd characteristic and let OMm(K) be
the orthogonal monoid defined over the algebraic closure of K. Suppose m is even. Then
OMm(K) has two connected components, say OM
+
m(K), OM
−
m(K), where OM
+
m(K) is the
component containing the identity. Both components OM+m(K), OM
−
m(K) are normal varieties,
and OM+m(K) is a reductive normal algebraic monoid. In particular, the orthogonal Schur
algebra So,+K (m,n) associated to the identity component of GO(V ) is always a generalized
Schur algebra in the sense of [15], [16].
When m is odd, the orthogonal Schur algebra SoK(m,n) is in general not a generalized Schur
algebra. Note that the recent papers [39, 40] also study Schur algebras related to orthogonal
groups.
As a consequence of Schur–Weyl duality, we know that the annihilator of the tensor space
V ⊗n in the Brauer algebra Bn(m) is stable under base change as long as charK 6= 2. Our
second main result in this paper gives a characteristic-free description of this annihilator.
Theorem 1.4. Let K be an infinite field of odd characteristic and consider the partition
of n given by (m+ 1, 1n−m−1) := (m+ 1, 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−m− 1 copies
). We have that
Kerϕ =M(m+1,1n−m−1)K ,
where M(m+1,1n−m−1)K is the right K[S2n]-module associated to (m+ 1, 1n−m−1) as defined
in the paragraphs below Lemma 6.4. In particular, Kerϕ has a Specht filtration, regarded as
K[S2n]-module.
We refer the reader to Sections 6 and 7 for the definition of M(m+1,1n−m−1)K and the action of
S2n on it.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the surjectivity of ψ. The proof
is based on Cliff’s basis for the coordinate algebra of orthogonal groups and a generalized
Faddeev–Reshetikhin–Takhtajan’s construction.We show that ifm is even, then each connected
component of the orthogonal monoid is a normal variety. This implies that the orthogonal Schur
algebra associated to the identity component is a generalized Schur algebra. In Section 3 we
develop a tilting module theory for the orthogonal group Om(K). The main result there is that
the tensor product of two tilting modules over Om(K) is again a tilting module. As a result,
we deduce that the dimension of the endomorphism algebra of tensor space V ⊗n as a module
over Om(K) does not depend on K (for charK 6= 2). Based on the results in Section 3, the
surjectivity of ϕ in the case where m ≥ n is proved in Section 4 in the same manner as [10,
Section 3]. In Section 5, we prove the surjectivity of ϕ in the case where m ≤ n in a similar way
as [10, Section 4]. In Section 6, we study a permutation action of the symmetric group S2n
on the Brauer algebra. We construct a new Z-basis for the resulting right S2n-module, which
yields an integral filtration of Brauer algebra by right S2n-modules. Using these results and
the Schur–Weyl duality we have proved, we give in Section 7 an explicit and characteristic-free
description of the annihilator of tensor space V ⊗n in the Brauer algebra Bn(m).
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2. Orthogonal monoid and orthogonal Schur algebra
Let R be a noetherian integral domain such that 2 · 1R is invertible in R. Let xi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤
m, be m2 commuting indeterminates over R. Let AR(m) be the free commutative R-algebra
(i.e., polynomial algebra) in these xi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m. Let IR be the ideal of AR(m) generated
by elements of the form 
m∑
k=1
xk,ixk′,j, 1 ≤ i 6= j′ ≤ m;
m∑
k=1
xi,kxj,k′ , 1 ≤ i 6= j′ ≤ m;
m∑
k=1
(xk,ixk′,i′ − xj,kxj′,k′), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
(2.1)
The R-algebra AR(m)/IR will be denoted by A
o
R(m). Write ci,j for the canonical image xi,j +
IR of xi,j in A
o
R(m) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ m). Then in AoR(m) we have the relations
m∑
k=1
ck,ick′,j = 0, 1 ≤ i 6= j′ ≤ m;
m∑
k=1
ci,kcj,k′ = 0, 1 ≤ i 6= j′ ≤ m;
m∑
k=1
(ck,ick′,i′ − cj,kcj′,k′) = 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
(2.2)
Note that AR(m) is a graded algebra,AR(m) = ⊕n≥0AR(m,n), whereAR(m,n) is the subspace
spanned by the monomials of the form xi,j for (i, j) ∈ I2(m,n), where
I(m,n) :=
{
i = (i1, · · · , in)
∣∣ 1 ≤ ij ≤ m, ∀ j},
I2(m,n) = I(m,n)× I(m,n), xi,j := xi1,j1 · · ·xin,jn .
Since IR is a homogeneous ideal, A
o
R(m) is graded too and
AoR(m) = ⊕n≥0AoR(m,n),
where AoR(m,n) is the subspace spanned by the monomials of the form ci,j for (i, j) ∈ I2(m,n),
where
ci,j := ci1,j1 · · · cin,jn .
By convention, throughout this paper, we identify the symmetric group Sn with the set of
maps acting on their arguments on the right. In other words, if σ ∈ Sn and a ∈ {1, . . . , n}
we write (a)σ for the value of a under σ. This convention carries the consequence that, when
considering the composition of two symmetric group elements, the leftmost map is the first to
act on its argument. For example, we have (1, 2, 3)(2, 3) = (1, 3) in the usual cycle notation.
If one defines
∆(xi,j) =
∑
k∈I(m,n)
xi,k ⊗ xk,j, ε(xi,j) = δi,j , ∀ i, j ∈ I(m,n), ∀n,
then the algebra AR(m) becomes a graded bialgebra, and each AR(m,n) is a sub-coalgebra of
AR(m). Its linear dual
SR(m,n) := HomR(AR(m,n), R)
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is the usual Schur algebra over R (see [27]). Let
SoR(m,n) := HomR(A
o
R(m,n), R)
the orthogonal Schur algebra. It is clear that AoR(m,n) is in fact a quotient coalgebra of
AR(m,n), hence S
o
R(m,n) is a subalgebra of SR(m,n).
For any integers i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, we let Ei,j denote the corresponding matrix unit for
EndR(VR), where VR is a free R-module of rank n. We define
β :=
∑
1≤i,j≤m
Ei,j ⊗ Ej,i, γ :=
∑
1≤i,j≤m
Ei,j ⊗ Ei′,j′ .
For i = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, we set
βi := idV ⊗i−1 ⊗β ⊗ idV ⊗n−i−1 , γi := idV ⊗i−1 ⊗γ ⊗ idV ⊗n−i−1 .
By direct verification, it is easy to see that the map which sends si to βi and ei to γi for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 extends to a representation of Bn(m) on V ⊗nR which is nothing but the
representation we have defined above Lemma 1.1. By [45, Theorem 3.3] and the discussion in
[45, Section 5], we know that
EndBn(m)R
(
V ⊗nR
) ∼= SoR(m,n) := HomR(AoR(m,n), R). (2.3)
Let i be an integer with 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We define
det0 =
m∑
k=1
ck,ick′,i′ ∈ AoR(m, 2).
By the relations in (2.2), we know that det0 does not depend on the choice of i. It is well known
(and easy to check) that det0 is a group-like element in the bialgebra A
o
R(m). Note that the
relations in (2.1) are equivalent to
CtJC = det0J, CJC
t = det0J,
where
C := (ci,j)n×n, J =

0 0 · · · 0 1
0 0 · · · 1 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 1 · · · 0 0
1 0 · · · 0 0

n×n
It follows that
(
det0
)n
= det2, where
det :=
m∑
k=1
(−1)ℓ(w)c1,w(1)c2,w(2) · · · cn,w(n)
denotes the usual determinant function.
Let K be the algebraic closure of K. Let Mm(K) be the set of all m×m matrices over K.
Then Mm(K) is a linear algebraic monoid over K. We define the orthogonal monoid OMm(K)
as follows:
OMm(K) :=
{
A ∈Mm(K)
∣∣∣∣ there exists d ∈ K, such thatAtJA = AJAt = dJ.
}
.
The coordinate algebra K[Mm] of Mm(K) is isomorphic to AK(m) := AK(m)⊗K
K. The coordinate algebra of the general linear group GLm(K) is isomorphic to
K[xi,j , det(xi,j)
−1
m×m]1≤i,j≤m. The orthogonal similitude group GOm(K) is defined as
GOm(K) :=
{
A ∈ GLm(K)
∣∣∣∣ there exists d ∈ K×, such thatAtJA = AJAt = dJ.
}
.
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The natural embedding ι1 : GOm(K) →֒ GLm(K) induces a surjective map ι#1 : K[GLm]։
K[GOm]. Similarly, the natural embedding ι0 : OMm(K) →֒Mm(K) induces a surjective map
ι#0 : K[Mm]։ K[OMm]. We use ι2, ι3 to denote the natural inclusion from GOm(K) into
OMm(K) and the natural inclusion fromGLm(K) intoMm(K) respectively. Note thatGLm(K)
is a dense open subset of Mm(K), and by [18, (6.6(e)), (7.6(g))], GOm(K) is a dense open
subset of OMm(K). Therefore, ι2 (resp., ι3) induces an inclusion ι
#
2 fromK[OMm] intoK[GOm]
(resp., an inclusion ι#3 from K[Mm] into K[GLm]. We denote by A˜
o
K
(m) (resp., A˜o
K
(m,n)) the
image of AK(m) (resp., of AK(m,n)) in K[GOm]. We define A˜
o
K(m) (resp., A˜
o
K(m,n)) to be
the image of AK(m) (resp., of AK(m,n)) under the surjective map K[GLm]։ K[GOm].
Lemma 2.4. With the notations as above, the algebra A˜o
K
(m) is isomorphic to the coor-
dinate algebra of the orthogonal monoid OMm(K). Moreover, the K-dimension of A˜
o
K
(m,n)
does not depend on the choice of the infinite field K as long as charK 6= 2.
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram of maps:
GOm(K)
ι1−−−−→ GLm(K)
ι2
y ι3y
OMm(K)
ι0−−−−→ Mm(K)
,
which induces the following commutative diagram:
K[Mm]
ι#0−−−−→ K[OMm]
ι#3
y ι#2 y
K[GLm]
ι#1−−−−→ K[GOm]
.
Since ι#0 is a surjection, while ι
#
2 is an injection, the first conclusion of the lemma follows
immediately from the above commutative diagram.
It remains to prove the second conclusion. Let R := Z[1/2]. In [6, Section 8], Cliff proved
that for any field K which is an R-algebra, the elements in the following set{(
det0
)k
[S : T ]
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ Z, 0 ≤ k ≤ n/2, [S : T ] is O(m)standard of shape λ, λ ⊢ n− 2k
}
(2.5)
forms a K-linear spanning set of AoK(m,n).
By definition of OMm(K), it is easy to check that the defining relations (2.1) vanish on every
matrix in OMm(K). It follows that there is a natural epimorphism of graded bialgebras from
AoK(m) onto A˜
o
K(m). Therefore, the image in A˜
o
K(m) of the elements in (2.5) for all n ≥ 0 also
form a K-linear spanning set of A˜oK(m). On the other hand, since the coordinate algebra of
GOm(K) is just the localization of OMm(K) at det0, it follows that the image in K[GOm] of
the elements in the following set{(
det0
)k
[S : T ]
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ Z, [S : T ] is O(m) standardof shape λ, λ ⊢ r ∈ Z≥0
}
(2.6)
form a K-linear spanning set of K[GOm]. If K = C, Cliff proved that (in [6, Corollary 6.2])
the natural image of the elements in (2.5) for all n ≥ 0 is actually a basis of C[OMm], from
which we deduce that the natural image of the elements in (2.6) are linearly independent in
C[GOm].
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By [9, Chapter II, §5, (2.7)], we can deduce that the algebra K[GOm] has a nice R-form
R[GOm] such that the natural map
R[GOm]⊗R K → K[GOm]
is an isomorphism. It follows that the elements in (2.6) are always linearly independent in
K[GOm]. Since K[OMm] is a subset of K[GOm], we conclude that the image of the elements
(2.5) in A˜o
K
(m) also form a K-basis of K[OMm] = A˜
o
K
(m). In particular, dimK A
o
K(m,n) =
dimK A˜
o
K
(m,n) is independent of the choice of the fieldK as long as charK 6= 2. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
By Lemma 2.4, for each 0 ≤ n ∈ Z, the dimension of A˜oK(m,n) is independent of the field
K. By [18, (9.5)], AoC(m,n)
∼= A˜oC(m,n). By (2.5), AoK(m,n) has a spanning set which has the
same cardinality as dim A˜oC(m,n). Since A
o
K(m,n) maps surjectively onto A˜
o
K(m,n), and by
Lemma 2.4,
dim A˜oK(m,n) = dim A˜
o
C(m,n).
It follows that the elements in the spanning set (2.5) form an integral basis of AoK(m,n),
and thus the surjection from AoK(m,n) to A˜
o
K(m,n) is always an isomorphism. It follows that
AoK(m,n)
∼= A˜oK(m,n) and AoK(m) ∼= A˜oK(m). In particular, we have SoK(m,n) ∼= S˜oK(m,n) :=
HomK
(
A˜oK(m,n),K
)
. Applying (2.3), we get that
Corollary 2.7. With the notation as above, we have that
1) AoR(m,n) is a free R-module of finite rank, and for any commutative R-algebra K, the
natural map
AoR(m,n)⊗R K → AoK(m,n)
is always an isomorphism.
2) EndBn(m)R
(
V ⊗nR
)
is a free R-module of finite rank, and for any commutative R-algebra
K, the natural map
EndBn(m)R
(
V ⊗nR
)
⊗R K → EndBn(m)K
(
V ⊗nK
)
is always an isomorphism.
By [18, (4.4)], GOm(K) admits a graded polynomial representation theory in the sense of
[18, (1.2)]. Applying [18, (3.2)], we deduce that the images of KGO(V ) and of S˜oK(m,n) in
End
(
V ⊗nK
)
are the same. On the other hand, the natural isomorphisms S˜oK(m,n)
∼= SoK(m,n) ∼=
EndBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
imply that the image of S˜oK(m,n) in End
(
V ⊗n
)
is exactly EndBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
.
Therefore, we deduce that
ψ(KGO(V )) = EndBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
.
This completes the proof of part a) in Theorem 1.2. It also shows the isomorphism
SoK(m,n)
∼= EndBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
;
so we see that the orthogonal Schur algebra may be regarded as an endomorphism algebra for
the Brauer algebra.
From now on until the end of this section, we consider only the case where m = 2l. In
[6, Section 8], Cliff proved that GO2l(K) is isomorphic to O2l(K)×K× as a variety. The
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isomorphism is given by
ρ1 : GO2l(K)→ O2l(K)×K×
A 7→
(
Aξ1(det0A)
−1, det0A
)
,
where ξ1(t) := diag
(
t, · · · , t︸ ︷︷ ︸
l copies
, 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l copies
)
, ∀ t ∈ K. The inverse of ρ1 is given by
ρ−11 : O2l(K)×K
× → GO2l(K)
(A, c) 7→ Aξ1(c).
In this case, we have that K[GO2l] ∼= K[O2l]⊗K[T, T−1]. It also follows that GO2l(K) has
two connected components in this case.
As a regular function on GO2l(K), det
2 = det2l0 . Note that det/det0 is also a regular function
on GO2l(K). It follows that the two connected components of GO2l(K) must be
GO+2l(K) : =
{
A ∈ GO2l(K)
∣∣ detA = (det0A)l},
GO−2l(K) : =
{
A ∈ GO2l(K)
∣∣ detA = −(det0A)l}.
Note that in this case, detJ = −1, J2 = I2l×2l, J ∈ GO−2l(K), and we have GO−2l(K) =
GO+2l(K) · J = J ·GO+2l(K). It is easy to check that GO+2l(K) is a (connected) reductive
algebraic group. Let
O+2l(K) := SO2l(K), O
−
2l(K) := J · SO2l(K).
It is clear from the isomorphism ρ1 that
GO+2l(K)
∼= O+2l(K)×K×, GO−2l(K) ∼= O−2l(K)×K×. (2.8)
Let
OM+2l (K) : =
{
A ∈ OM2l(K)
∣∣ detA = (det0A)l},
OM−2l (K) : =
{
A ∈ OM2l(K)
∣∣ detA = −(det0A)l}.
Since GO+2l(K) ⊆ OM+2l (K), GO−2l(K) ⊆ OM−2l (K), and GO2l(K) is a dense open set in
OM2l(K), it follows that GO
+
2l(K) (resp., GO
−
2l(K)) is a dense open subset in OM
+
2l (K) (resp.,
in OM−2l (K)). It follows that OM
+
2l (K), OM
−
2l (K) are the only two connected components
OM2l(K), and I2l×2l ∈ OM+2l (K).
Theorem 2.9. Let x be an indeterminant overK. Then there is an embeddingK[OM+2l ] →֒
K[O+2l]⊗K[x], and we have the following commutative diagram
K[OM+2l ] −−−−→ K[O+2l]⊗K[x]
ι#2
y id⊗eιy
K[GO+2l]
∼−−−−→ K[O+2l]⊗K[x, x−1]
,
where the top horizontal map is the given embedding, ι˜ is the natural embedding K[x] →֒
K[x, x−1]. The same is true if we replace “+” by “−”.
Proof. Let f ∈ K[O+2l]⊗K[x, x−1]. We can write
f =
∑
i∈Z
fi ⊗ xi,
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where fi ∈ K[O+2l] for each i and suppf := {i ∈ Z|fi 6= 0} is a finite set. From (2.8) we have
an isomorphism K[GO+2l]
∼= K[O+2l]⊗K[x, x−1]. One can show that the function xi on GO+2l is
given by deti0. We identify K[OM
+
2l ] with its image in K[GO
+
2l], and K[GO
+
2l] with K[O
+
2l]⊗
K[x, x−1]. We regard OM+2l (K) as a closed subvariety of
(
K
)4l2
. Suppose that f ∈ K[OM+2l ].
This means that f can be extended to a regular function f˜ on OM+2l (K). For each element A ∈
OM+2l (K) \GO+2l(K), we know (by definition) that det0A = 0. Since f˜ ∈ K[OM+2l ], there must
exist an open neighborhood VA of A and two polynomials gA, hA ∈ K[x1,1, x1,2, · · · , x2l,2l],
such that for any X ∈ VA, hA(X) 6= 0 and f(X) = gA(X)/hA(X). Note that the open subsets
GO+2l(K), VA, A ∈ OM+2l (K) \GO+2l(K)
gives a covering of OM+2l (K). Since an affine variety is a Noetherian topological space and
OM+2l (K) is an infinite set, we can always find an element A ∈ OM+2l (K) \GO+2l(K) such that
VA
⋂(
OM+2l (K) \GO+2l(K)
)
is an infinite set. We fix such an element A. We claim that fi = 0 whenever i < 0. Suppose this is
not the case. Let i0 < 0 be the least integer such that fi0 6= 0. Then for anyX ∈ VA ∩GO+2l(K),
hA(X)fi0(X) + hA(X)
( ∑
i0<i∈Z
fi(X)(det0X)
i−i0
)
− (det0X)−i0gA(X) = 0,
Since GO+2l(K) is dense in OM
+
2l (K), it follows that VA ∩GO+2l(K) contains infinitely many
points. This means we have the following polynomial identity:
hAfi0 + hA
( ∑
i0<i∈Z
fi(det0)
i−i0
)
− (det0)−i0gA = 0. (2.10)
On the other hand, since VA
⋂(
OM+2l (K) \GO+2l(K)
)
is an infinite set, we can always find a
point B ∈ VA
⋂(
OM+2l (K) \GO+2l(K)
)
such that fi0(B) 6= 0. Now we evaluate the polynomial
identity (2.10) at B on both sides, we get a contradiction since two of the terms on the left
hand side of (2.10) are zero (because det0(B) = 0) and the other is nonzero. The contradiction
proves our claim, and also completes the proof of the lemma.
Note that the map
A 7→ AJ, ∀A ∈ OM−2l (K),
defines a variety isomorphism OM−2l (K)
∼= OM+2l (K). The following corollary proves the
statements in Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 2.11. As a variety, OM+2l (K) is normal, and hence OM
+
2l (K) is a (connected)
reductive normal algebraic monoid. In particular, in this case, GO+2l admits a polynomial
representation theory in the sense of [18], and
S˜o,+K (2l, n) := HomK
(
A˜o,+K (2l, n),K
)
is a generalized Schur algebra in the sense of [15] and [16], where A˜o,+K (2l, n) denotes the image
of AK(2l, n) in the coordinate algebra K[OM
+
2l ].
Proof. Since SO2l(K) = O
+
2l(K) is an irreducible smooth affine variety, it follows that
K[SO2l] is a normal domain. By [20, Exercise 4.18], K[SO2l]⊗K[x] is a normal domain
too. Let A := K[OM+2l ], B := K[SO2l]⊗K[x]. Then the fraction field of A is a subfield of the
fraction field of B. Now let z be an element in the fraction field of A, such that
a0 + a1z + · · ·+ ak−1zk−1 + zk = 0,
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for some k ∈ N ∪ {0} and a0, a1, · · · , ak−1 ∈ A. Since B is normal, it follows that z ∈ B. On
the other hand, note that det = detl0 as a regular function on OM
+
2l (K), by the definition of
the embedding A →֒ B. From this it is easy to see that a polynomial f =∑i∈Z fi ⊗ xi ∈ B \A
if and only if
f = g/detk0 ,
for some k ∈ Z≥0, g ∈ K[x1,1, x1,2, · · · , x2l,2l] satisfying det0 ∤ g. It follows that B \A is closed
under multiplication. Applying [2, Chapter 5, Exercise 7], we deduce that x ∈ A. This proves
that A is normal. Hence OM+2l (K) is normal. Since its group of units GO
+
2l(K) is a reductive
group, it follows that OM+2l (K) is a reductive normal algebraic monoid. It is easy to check that
0 ∈ OM+2l (K) and OM+2l (K) has one-dimensional center. Using [19, Theorem 4.4], we deduce
that GO+2l admits a polynomial representation theory in the sense of [18], and S˜
o,+
K (2l, n) :=
HomK
(
A˜o,+K (2l, n),K
)
is a generalized Schur algebra in the sense of [15] and [16].
Finally, we remark that the same argument can be used to show that the symplectic monoid
([18], [45]) SpM2l(K) is also a connected reductive normal algebraic monoid.
3. Tilting modules over orthogonal groups
The purpose of this section is to develop a tilting module theory for orthogonal groups. Note
that in the literature the theory of tilting modules was well established for connected reductive
algebraic groups, and the existence of a tilting module theory for orthogonal groups was only
announced in [1] without full details.
Let K be an infinite field of odd characteristic, K be its algebraic closure. By restriction,
V becomes a module over the special orthogonal group SOm(K). In this case, V ∼= L(ε1) =
∆(ε1) = ∇(ε1) is a tilting module over SOm(K). By the general theory of tilting modules over
semi-simple algebraic groups (cf. [33, Chapter E]), we know that V ⊗n
K
is also a tilting module
over SOm(K), and the dimension of
EndSOm(K)
(
V ⊗n
K
)
does not depend on the choice of the field K.
Let θ ∈ GL(V ) which is defined on the basis {vi}1≤i≤m by
θ(vi) =
{
vi′ , if i = m/2 or i = m/2 + 1;
vi, otherwise.
, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m,
if m is even; or
θ(vi) = −vi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m,
if m is odd. Note that θ is an order 2 element in Om(K), and Om(K) is generated by SOm(K)
and θ.
For the moment we assume that m = 2l is even, and K = K. Let G := Om(K), H :=
SOm(K). We set
T :=
{
diag(t1, · · · , tl, t−1l , · · · , t−11 )
∣∣ t1, · · · , tl ∈ K×}.
Then T is a closed subgroup of H . In fact, T is a maximal torus of H . Clearly, θT θ−1 = T .
Let W := NH(T )/T be the Weyl group of H . For each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let εi be the
function which sends a diagonal matrix in GLm to its ith element in the diagonal. We identify
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a weight λε1 + · · ·+ λlεl ∈ X(T ) with the sequence λ = (λ1, · · · , λl) of integers. Let s0 be the
generator of the cyclic group Z/2Z. There is a natural action of Z/2Z on X(T ) which is defined
on generators by:
s0(λ) = (λ1, λ2, · · · ,−λl), ∀λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λl) ∈ X(T ).
For each λ ∈ X(T )+ (the set of dominant weights), we use L(λ),∆(λ),∇(λ) to denote the
corresponding simple module, Weyl module and co-Weyl module overH respectively. If s0(λ) =
λ, then we let θ act as id (resp., as − id) on the highest weight vector of ∆(λ). It is well known
that (see [26, (5.2.2)]) this extends to a representation of G on ∆(λ). The resulting G-module
will be denoted by ∆˜+(λ) (resp., by ∆˜−(λ)). In this case,
IndGH ∆(λ)
∼= ∆˜+(λ)⊕ ∆˜−(λ).
If s0(λ) 6= λ, then we set
∆˜0(λ) := IndGH ∆(λ), ∇˜0(λ) := IndGH ∇(λ).
In a similar way, we can define L˜+(λ), L˜−(λ) if s0(λ) = λ; and L˜
0(λ) if s0(λ) 6= λ. Using the
fact that IndGH is an exact functor and θ permutes the set of H-submodules of any G-module
M , we deduce easily the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. With the notations as above, the set{
L˜+(λ), L˜−(λ), L˜0(µ)
∣∣∣ λ, µ ∈ X(T )+, s0(λ) = λ, s0(µ) 6= µ}
forms a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple G-modules.
If s0(λ) = λ, then we define ∇˜+(λ), ∇˜−(λ) to be the duals of ∆˜+(−w0λ), ∆˜−(−w0λ) (where
w0 is the longest element in the Weyl group of H) such that θ also acts as id (resp., as − id) on
the highest weight vector of ∇˜+(λ) (resp., of ∇˜+(λ)). In this case it is also easy to show that
IndGH ∇(λ) ∼= ∇˜+(λ)⊕ ∇˜−(λ).
We shall call ∆˜+(λ), ∆˜−(λ), ∆˜0(λ) the Weyl modules for G, and call ∇˜+(λ), ∇˜−(λ), ∇˜0(λ) the
co-Weyl modules for G.
Lemma 3.2. Let λ, µ ∈ X(T )+, x, y ∈ {+,−, 0}, then
ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜y(µ)
)
=
{
K, if i = 0, λ = µ and x = y;
0, otherwise.
Proof. First, it is easy to see that if x, y ∈ {+,−}, then
HomG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜y(µ)
)
=
{
K, if λ = µ and x = y;
0, otherwise.
(3.3)
Since Om is a flat group scheme (c.f. [6, 7.2]) over R and SOm is a normal subgroup scheme
of Om (hence SOm is exact in Om), we can apply [33, Part 1, Corollary (4.6)]. We divide the
proof into two cases:
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Case 1. s0(µ) = µ, y ∈ {+,−}. By [33, Part 1, Corollary (4.6)], we have
ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜+(µ)
)
⊕ ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜−(µ)
)
= ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜+(µ)⊕ ∇˜−(µ)
)
= ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), IndGH ∇(µ)
)
∼= ExtiH
(
ResGH
(
∆˜x(λ)
)
,∇(µ)
)
=
{
K, if i = 0, λ = µ, x ∈ {+,−}
0, otherwise.
With (3.3), the above calculation shows that
ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜y(µ)
)
=
{
K, if i = 0, λ = µ and x = y;
0, otherwise,
as required.
Case 2. s0(µ) 6= µ, y = 0. By [33, Part 1, Corollary (4.6)], we have
ExtiG
(
∆˜x(λ), ∇˜0(µ)
) ∼= ExtiG(∆˜x(λ), IndGH ∇(µ))
∼= ExtiH
(
ResGH
(
∆˜x(λ)
)
,∇(µ)
)
=
{
K, if i = 0, λ = µ, x = 0
0, otherwise,
as required. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 3.4. Recall that R := Z[1/2]. Let HR be the R-form of the special orthogonal
group scheme SOm. We define (cf. [33, Part I, (2.6)]) GR := HR ⋊ Z/2Z. Let λ ∈ X(T )+.
By the representation theory of semi-simple algebraic groups (cf. [14, Lemma 11.5.3], [33,
Part II, Chapter B]), we know that both the Weyl module ∆(λ) and the co-Weyl module
∇(λ) have nice R-forms. We denote them by ∆R(λ),∇R(λ) respectively. Furthermore, for any
µ ∈ X(T )+, ∇R(λ)⊗∇R(µ) has a ∇-filtration, i.e., a filtration of HR-modules such that each
successive quotient is isomorphic to some ∇R(ν) for some ν ∈ X(T )+. The same is true for the
∆-filtration of ∆R(λ) ⊗∆R(µ). As a consequence, we can define the R-forms ∆˜xR(λ), ∇˜xR(λ)
(x ∈ {+,−, 0}) in a similar way, and Lemma 3.2 remains true if we replace everything by their
R-forms.
For any finite dimensional G-module M , an ascending filtration 0 =M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂M
of G-submodules is called a ∆˜-filtration (resp., ∇˜-filtration) if each successive quotient is
isomorphic to some ∆˜x(λ) (resp., some ∇˜x(λ)), where λ ∈ X(T )+, x ∈ {+,−, 0}. A G-module
is called a tilting module if it has both ∆˜-filtration and ∇˜-filtration.
Lemma 3.5. Let λ, µ ∈ X(T )+, x, y ∈ {+,−, 0}. The G-module ∆˜x(λ) ⊗ ∆˜y(µ) has a ∆-
filtration and the G-module ∇˜x(λ) ⊗ ∇˜y(µ) has a∇-filtration. In particular, the tensor product
of any two tilting modules over G is again a tilting module over G.
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Proof. Let M := ∆˜xR(λ) ⊗ ∆˜yR(µ). By the definition of ∆˜xR(λ) and ∆˜yR(µ), it is easy to see
that ResGH M has ∆-filtration (as HR-module), say,
0 =M0 ⊂M1 ⊂M2 ⊂ · · · ⊂Ms =M.
We setN :=M1. ThenN ∼= ∆R(ν) for some ν ∈ X(T )+. Let N˜ := N + θN . Then N˜ is aGR-
submodule of M . It is clear that there is a surjective GR-homomorphism from Ind
GR
HR
(
∆R(ν)
)
onto N˜ . We denote it by ρ : IndGRHR
(
∆R(ν)
)
։ N˜ .
Note that both IndGRHR
(
∆R(ν)
)
and N˜ are freeR-submodules ofM . If rankR IndGRHR
(
∆R(ν)
)
=
rankRN˜ , then it is readily seen that ρ is an isomorphism. That is, N˜ ∼= IndGRHR
(
∆R(ν)
)
as
G-module. Note that
IndGRHR
(
∆R(ν)
)
= ∆˜0R(ν),
if s0(ν) 6= ν; or
IndGRHR
(
∆R(ν)
) ∼= ∆˜+R(ν)⊕ ∆˜−R(ν),
if s0(ν) = ν. Clearly Res
GR
HR
(
N˜
)
has a ∆-filtration. Applying [33, Part II, Lemma B.9, Corollary
4.17)], both M and M/N˜ have ∆˜-filtrations, so M/N˜ also has a ∆˜-filtration. Now it follows
easily by induction on dimM that M has a ∆˜-filtration as G-module, as required.
Now we assume that
rankR Ind
GR
HR
(
∆R(ν)
)
> rankRN˜ . (3.6)
Let φ1, φ2 be the following two maps:
φ1 : θN ⊗R C→ N˜ ⊗R C φ2 : N ⊗R C→ N˜ ⊗R C
θx ⊗R c 7→ θx⊗R c x⊗R c 7→ x⊗R c,
where x ∈ N, c ∈ C. Note that
θN ⊗R C ∼= ∆C(s0(ν)), N ⊗R C ∼= ∆C(ν)
are two simple SOm(C)-modules, and
ResGCHC
(
N˜ ⊗R C
)
= im(φ1) + im(φ2).
Since θ2 = 1, it follows easily that φ1 6= 0 if and only if φ2 6= 0. Therefore, it follows from our
assumption (3.6) that s0(ν) = ν and
ResGCHC
(
N˜ ⊗R C
)
= ∆C(ν).
Therefore, we deduce that as GC-module, either
N˜ ⊗R C ∼= ∆˜+C (ν),
or
N˜ ⊗R C ∼= ∆˜−C (ν).
In particular, θ always acts as a scalar on the highest weight vector of N˜ , and the scalar is either
1 or −1. This implies that N = θN , and hence N˜ = N + θN = N , and either N˜ ∼= ∆˜+R(ν) or
N˜ ∼= ∆˜−R(ν), as required. Now using the same argument as before, we can prove by induction
that M has a ∆˜-filtration as G-module. This proves the first statement of this lemma. Since
every co-Weyl module is the dual of some Weyl module, the statement for ∇˜-filtrations follows
immediately by taking duals. This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 3.7. Let m be an arbitrary natural number, and K be an arbitrary infinite field
of odd characteristic. Then the dimension of
EndOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
does not depend on the choice of the infinite field K.
Proof. First, we note that
EndOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
⊗K K = EndOm(K)
(
V ⊗n
K
)
.
Therefore, to prove the lemma, we can assume without less of generality that K = K.
If m is odd, then θ acts as − id on the tensor space V ⊗n. In that case, it is clear that
dimEndOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
= dimEndSOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
.
It follows that (cf. the discussion at the beginning of this section) the dimension of
EndOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
does not depend on the choice of the field K in this case.
Now we assume that m is even. We apply Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5. It follows by induction
through the filtrations that the dimension of
EndOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
again does not depend on the choice of the field K in this case. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
4. Proof of part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case m ≥ n
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case where
m ≥ n. Throughout this section, we assume that m ≥ n.
By Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 3.7, we know that
dimEndOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
= dimBn(m).
Therefore, in order to prove part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the casem ≥ n, it suffices to show that ϕ
is injective in that case. Without loss of generality, we can assume that K = K is algebraically
closed.
Our strategy to prove the injectivity of ϕ is similar to that used in [10, Section 3]. First, we
make some conventions on the left and right place permutation actions. Throughout the rest
of this paper, for any σ, τ ∈ Sn, a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, we set
(a)(στ) =
(
(a)σ
)
τ, (στ)(a) = σ
(
τ(a)
)
.
In particular, we have σ(a) = (a)σ−1. Therefore, for any i = (i1, i2, · · · , in) ∈ I(m,n), w ∈ Sn,
we have
iw = (i1, i2, · · · , in)w = (iw(1), iw(2), · · · , iw(n)),
which gives the so-called right place permutation action:
viw = (vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin)w = viw(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ viw(n) = viw.
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We make a further reduction. Let V̂ be the same K-vector space as V , endowed with a
different non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , )1 as follows:
(vi, vj)1 := δi,j , ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
Then the orthogonal group relative to ( , )1 is defined to be
O(V̂ ) :=
{
g ∈ GL(V )
∣∣∣ (gv, gw)1 = (v, w)1, ∀ v, w ∈ V̂ }.
We fix an element c0 ∈ K such that c20 = −1. Then it is easy to see that the following map
φ : vi 7→

(vi + vi′)/
√
2, if 1 ≤ i ≤ m/2;
c0(vi − vi′)/
√
2, if (m+ 1)/2 < i ≤ m;
vi, if i = (m+ 1)/2.
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
extends to an isomorphism from the orthogonal space V̂ onto the orthogonal space V .
We extend φ diagonally to an isomorphism (still denoted by φ) from V̂ ⊗n onto V ⊗n. Let
x ∈ O(V̂ ), f ∈ EndK
(
V̂ ⊗n
)
. It is easy to see that x ∈ O(V̂ ) if and only if φxφ−1 ∈ O(V ),
and f ∈ EndO(bV )
(
V̂ ⊗n
)
if and only if φfφ−1 ∈ EndO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
. In other words, the map
φ˜ : f 7→ φfφ−1 defines an isomorphism from the endomorphism algebra EndO(bV )
(
V̂ ⊗n
)
onto
the endomorphism algebra EndO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
. Recall that we have a natural map ϕ fromBn(m) to
EndO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
. Using the isomorphism φ˜, we get a K-algebra homomorphism ϕ̂ from Bn(m)
to EndO(bV )
(
V̂ ⊗n
)
as follows:
X 7→ φ−1ϕ(X)φ, ∀X ∈ Bn(m).
By direct calculation, one can verify that for any i = (i1, · · · , in) ∈ I(m,n), j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n−
1},
(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin)ϕ̂(sj) := vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗ vij+1 ⊗ vij ⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin ,
(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin)ϕ̂(ej) := δij ,ij+1vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗
( m∑
k=1
vk ⊗ vk
)
⊗ vij+2
⊗ · · · ⊗ vin .
To prove ϕ is injective, it suffices to prove that ϕ̂ is injective. This will be done in the rest of
this section.
In [25], the Brauer algebra was shown to be cellular. Enyang gave in [21] an explicit
combinatorial cellular basis for Brauer algebra. Enyang’s basis is in some sense similar to the
Murphy basis for type A Hecke algebra. It is indexed by certain bitableaux. In the remaining
part of this section we shall use Enyang’s results from [21]. We shall only use his basis for the
specialized Brauer algebra Bn(m). We first recall some notations and notions.
Let n be a natural number. A bipartition of n is a pair (λ(1), λ(2)) of partitions of numbers
n1 and n2 with n1 + n2 = n. The notions of Young diagram, bitableaux, etc., carry over easily.
For example, if λ := (λ(1), λ(2)) is a bipartition of n, then a λ-bitableau t is defined to be a
bijective map from the Young diagram [λ] to the set {1, 2, · · · , n}. Thus t is a pair (t(1), t(2))
of tableaux, where t(1) is a λ(1)-tableau and t(2) is a λ(2)-tableau. A bitableau t = (t(1), t(2)) is
called row standard if the numbers increase along rows in both t(1) and t(2). For each integer f
with 0 ≤ f ≤ [n/2], we set ν = νf := ((2f ), (n− 2f)), where (2f ) := (2, 2, · · · , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
f copies
) and (n− 2f)
are considered as partitions of 2f and n− 2f respectively. So ν is a bipartition of n. Let tν
be the standard ν-bitableau in which the numbers 1, 2, · · · , n appear in order along successive
rows of the first component tableau, and then in order along successive rows of the second
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component tableau. We define
Df :=
{
d ∈ Sn
∣∣∣∣∣
(t(1), t(2)) = tνd is row standard and the first
column of t(1) is an increasing sequence
when read from top to bottom
}
.
For each partition λ of n− 2f , we denote by Std(λ) the set of all the standard λ-tableaux with
entries in {2f + 1, · · · , n}. The initial tableau tλ in this case has the numbers 2f + 1, · · · , n in
order along successive rows.
Lemma 4.1. ([21]) For each λ ⊢ n− 2f , s, t ∈ Std(λ), letms,t be the correspondingMurphy
basis element (cf. [44]) of the symmetric group algebra KS{2f+1,··· ,n}. Then the set{
d1
∗e1e3 · · · e2f−1mstd2
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ f ≤ [n/2], λ ⊢ n− 2f , s, t ∈ Std(λ),d1, d2 ∈ Df
}
is a cellular basis of the Brauer algebra Bn(m)Z.
As a consequence, by combining Lemma 4.1 and [21, (3.3)], we have
Corollary 4.2. With the above notations, the set{
d1
∗e1e3 · · · e2f−1σd2
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ f ≤ [n/2], σ ∈ S{2f+1,··· ,n},d1, d2 ∈ Df
}
is a basis of the Brauer algebra Bn(m)Z.
From now on and until the end of this section, we shall regard the tensor space V ⊗n as a
module over Bn(m) via ϕ̂ (instead of ϕ). To prove the injectivity of ϕ̂, it suffices to show that
the annihilator annBn(m)(V
⊗n) is (0). Note that
annBn(m)(V
⊗n) =
⋂
v∈V ⊗n
annBn(m)(v).
Thus it is enough to calculate annBn(m)(v) for some set of chosen vectors v ∈ V ⊗n such that
the intersection of annihilators is (0). We write
ann(v) = annBn(m)(v) :=
{
x ∈ Bn(m)
∣∣ vx = 0}.
For each integer f with 0 ≤ f ≤ [n/2], we denote by B(f) the two-sided ideal of Bn(m)Z
generated by e1e3 · · · e2f−1. Note that B(f) is spanned by all the Brauer diagrams which contain
at least 2f horizontal edges (f edges in each of the top and the bottom rows in the diagrams).
For i ∈ I(m,n), an ordered pair (s, t) (1 ≤ s < t ≤ n) is called an orthogonal pair in i if
is = it. Two ordered pairs (s, t) and (u, v) are called disjoint if
{
s, t
} ∩ {u, v} = ∅. We define
the orthogonal length ℓo(vi) = ℓo(i) to be the maximal number of disjoint orthogonal pairs
(s, t) in i. Note that if f > ℓo(vi), then clearly B
(f) ⊆ ann(vi).
Lemma 4.3. annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
) ⊆ B(1).
Proof. Let x ∈ annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
. Then we can write x = y + z where y ∈ KSn, z ∈ B(1),
because the set of diagrams with at least one horizontal edge spans B(1) (or else see Corollary
4.2).
Since m ≥ n, the tensor v := v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn is well-defined and ℓo(v) = 0. It follows that
B(1) ⊆ ann(v). In particular, vz = 0. Therefore vx = 0 implies that vy = 0.
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On the other hand, since v1, · · · , vn are pairwise distinct and y ∈ KSn, it is clear that vy = 0
implies that y = 0. Therefore, we conclude that x = z ∈ B(1), as required.
Suppose that we have already shown annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
) ⊆ B(f) for some natural number 1 ≤
f ≤ [n/2]. We want to show that annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
) ⊆ B(f+1). Let
c := (1, 1, 2, 2, · · · , f, f).
We define
If :=
{
b = (b1, · · · , bn−2f )
∣∣∣ 2f + 1 ≤ b1 < · · · < bn−2f ≤ m}.
It is clear that ℓo(vc ⊗ vb) = f for all b ∈ If .
Following [10], we consider the subgroup Π of S{1,··· ,2f} ≤ Sn permuting the rows of tν(1)
but keeping the entries in the rows fixed. Π normalizes the stabilizer S(2f ) of t
ν(1) in S2f . We
set Ψ := S(2f ) ⋊Π. By [10, Lemma 3.7], we have
S2f =
⊔
d∈Df
Ψd,
where Df := Df
⋂
S2f , and “⊔” means a disjoint union. Let Pf := {(i1, · · · , i2f)|1 ≤ i1 <
· · · < i2f ≤ n}. For each J ∈ Pf , we use dJ to denote the unique element in Df such that the
first component of tνdJ is the tableau obtained by inserting the integers in J in increasing
order along successive rows in tν
(1)
. Let D˜(2f,n−2f) be the set of distinguished right coset
representatives of S(2f,n−2f) in Sn. Clearly dJ ∈ D˜(2f,n−2f), and every element of D˜(2f,n−2f)
is of the form dJ for some J ∈ Pf . By [10, Lemma 3.8], Df =
⊔
J∈Pf
DfdJ .
The proof of the next two lemmas is similar to [10, Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.10] except some
minor changes. For the reader’s convenience, we include the proof here.
Lemma 4.4. Let b ∈ If , v = vc ⊗ vb ∈ V ⊗n. Let 1 6= d ∈ Sn. If either d 6∈ S(2f,n−2f) or
d ∈ Df , then d−1ze1e3 · · · e2f−1 ∈ ann(v) for any z ∈ Ψ.
Proof. If d 6∈ S(2f,n−2f). Then d−1 is not an element ofS(2f,n−2f) too. In particular, there is
some j, 2f + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that 1 ≤ jd−1 ≤ 2f , and hence the basis vector vbj with 2f + 1 ≤
bj ≤ m appears at position jd−1 in vd−1. However, vbj occurs only once as a factor in vd−1 and
hence for any z ∈ Ψ, 0 = vd−1zejd−1−1 if jd−1 is even, 0 = vd−1zejd−1 if jd−1 is odd. As the ei’s
in e1e3 · · · e2f−1 commute we have vd−1ze1e3 · · · e2f−1 = 0 in this case. If d ∈ Df = Df ∩S2f ,
then d and hence d−1 as well is not contained in the subgroup Ψ of S2f defined above.
Therefore there exists j ∈ {1, 3, · · · , 2f − 1} such that jd−1, (j + 1)d−1 are not in the same
row of t(2
f )d−1. Now we see similarly as above that ze1e3 · · · e2f−1 annihilates vd−1 for any
z ∈ Ψ.
Lemma 4.5. Let S be the subset{
d−11 e1e3 · · · e2f−1σd2
∣∣∣∣ d1, d2 ∈ Df , d1 6= 1,σ ∈ S{2f+1,··· ,n}
}
of the basis (4.2) of Bn(m), and let U be the subspace spanned by S. Then
B(f) ∩
( ⋂
b∈If
ann(vc ⊗ vb)
)
= B(f+1) ⊕ U.
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Proof. Since ℓo(vc ⊗ vb) = f , it follows that B(f+1) ⊆ ann(vc ⊗ vb). This, together with
Lemma 4.4, shows that the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side.
Now let x ∈ B(f) ∩ (∩b∈If ann(vc ⊗ vb)). Using Lemma 4.4 and the basis (4.2) of Bn(−2m),
we may assume that x = e1e3 · · · e2f−1
∑
d∈Df
zdd, where ν = νf = ((2
f ), (n− 2f)) and the
coefficients zd, where d ∈ Df , are taken from KS{2f+1,··· ,n} ⊆ KSn. We then have to show
x = 0.
Fix b ∈ If and write v = vc ⊗ vb. Let λ(1), λ(2) be the GLm-weights of vc and vb respectively.
Since V ⊗n is the direct sum of its GLm-weight spaces, we conclude (vx)µ = 0 for all µ ∈
Λ(m,n). In particular,
0 = (vx)λ =
(
(vc ⊗ vb)x
)
λ
=
∑
d∈Df
(
vce1e3 · · · e2f−1 ⊗ vb
)
λ
zdd
=
∑
d∈Df
(
(vce1e3 · · · e2f−1)λ(1) ⊗ vb
)
zdd.
By definition, it is easy to see that(
vce1e3 · · · e2f−1
)
λ(1)
=
∑
y∈Ψ
vcy.
Let us denote this element by v̂. Then
∑
d∈Df
(
v̂ ⊗ vb
)
zdd = 0.
We write d = d1dJ , where d1 ∈ Df , J ∈ Pf . Then(
v̂ ⊗ vb
)
zdd =
(
v̂ ⊗ vbzd
)
d =
(
v̂ ⊗ vbzd
)
d1dJ =
(
v̂d1 ⊗ vbzd1dJ
)
dJ .
If J, L ∈ Pf , J 6= L, choose 1 ≤ l ≤ n with l ∈ J but l 6∈ L. Thus there exists an j ∈
{1, 2, · · · , 2f} which is mapped by dJ to l, but (l)d−1L > 2f . Note that for any d ∈ Df
all basis vectors vi occurring in v̂d as factors have index in the set {1, 2, · · · , f}, and all
those vi occurring in vbzddJ , respectively in vbzddL , have index i between 2f + 1 and m.
Let vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vin be a simple tensor involved in
(
v̂d1 ⊗ vbzd1dJ
)
dJ and vj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vjn be
a simple tensor involved in
(
v̂d2 ⊗ vbzd2dL
)
dL for d1, d2 ∈ Df . Then, by the above, we have
that 2f + 1 ≤ jl ≤ m, and vil = vk for some 1 ≤ k ≤ f . Consequently the simple tensors
vi, i ∈ I(m,n) involved in
{
(v̂d1 ⊗ vbzd1dJ )dJ
}
and in
{
(v̂d2 ⊗ vbzd2dL)dL
}
are disjoint, hence
both sets are linearly independent. We conclude that
∑
d∈Df
(
v̂d⊗ vbzddJ
)
dJ = 0 for each
J ∈ Pf , hence
∑
d1∈Df
v̂d1 ⊗ vbzd1dJ = 0.
Note that v̂d1 is a linear combination of basis tensors vi = vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi2f , with i ∈ cΨd1,
and that we obtain by varying d1 through Df precisely the partition of S2f into Ψ-cosets.
These are mutually disjoint. We conclude that the basic tensors involved in v̂d1 are disjoint
for different choices of d1 ∈ Df . Therefore, the equality
∑
d1∈Df
v̂d1 ⊗ vbzd1dJ = 0 implies that
v̂d1 ⊗ vbzd1dJ = 0 for each fixed d1 ∈ Df . Now we vary b ∈ If . The K-span of
{
vb
∣∣ b ∈ If}
is isomorphic to the tensor space V ⊗n−2f for the symmetric group S{2f+1,··· ,n} ∼= Sn−2f .
Since m− 2f ≥ n− 2f , hence S{2f+1,··· ,n} acts faithfully on it. This implies zd1dJ = 0 for all
d1 ∈ Df , J ∈ Pf . Thus x = 0 and the lemma is proved.
The following corollary can be proved in exactly the same way as in [10, Corollary 3.11].
Corollary 4.6. Let d ∈ Df , ν = νf . Then
B(f) ∩
( ⋂
b∈If
ann
(
(vc ⊗ vb)d
))
= B(f+1) ⊕
(⊕
Kd˜−11 e1e3 · · · e2f−1σd2
)
where the rightmost direct sum is taken over all d˜1, d2 ∈ Df such that d˜1 6= d and all σ ∈
S{2f+1,··· ,n}. Hence B
(f) ∩
(⋂
d∈Df
⋂
b∈If
ann
(
(vc ⊗ vb)d
))
= B(f+1).
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Proof of part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case m ≥ n: We have seen that
annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
) ⊆ B(1), and the above Corollary implies that annBn(m)(V ⊗n) ⊆ B(f+1) pro-
vided that annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
) ⊆ B(f). Thus by induction on f we have annBn(m)(V ⊗n) ⊆ B(f)
for all natural numbers f . Since B(f+1) = 0 for f > [n/2] it follows that annBn(m)
(
V ⊗n
)
= 0.
In other words, ϕ̂ and hence ϕ is injective if m ≥ n. By comparing dimension, we deduce that
ϕ is an isomorphism onto
EndKGO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
= EndKO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
.
This completes the proof of part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case m ≥ n.
5. Proof of part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case m < n
The purpose of this section is to give the proof the part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case where
m < n. Our approach is the same as that used in [10, Section 4].
To prove ϕ(Bn(m)) = EndKO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
, we can assume without loss of generality that K =
K is algebraically closed. This is because, on the one hand, theK-dimension of EndKO(V )
(
V ⊗n
)
does not depend on the choice of the infinite field K; on the other hand, the K-dimension of
ϕ(Bn(m)K) is the same as the K-dimension of ϕ(Bn(m)K). We fix m0 ∈ N such that m0 ≥ m
and m0 −m is even. We denote by som0 , som the special orthogonal Lie algebras over C. Let
g˜ := som0 , g := som. Recall that R = Z[1/2]. Let UQ (resp., UR) be the universal enveloping
algebra of g over Q (resp., Kostant’s R-form in UQ). Let q be an indeterminant over R. Let
UQ(q) (resp., UR) be the Drinfel’d–Jimbo quantized enveloping algebra of g over Q(q) (resp.,
Lusztig’s R[q, q−1]-form in UQ(q)). Let UK := UR ⊗R K,UK := UR ⊗R K. By putting a “∼”
on the head, we can define similar notations for g˜.
Let V˜R be a free module of rank m0 over R. Assume that V˜R is equipped with a symmetric
bilinear form ( , ) as well as an ordered basis
{
v1, v2, · · · , vm0
}
satisfying (vi, vj) = δi,m0+1−j .
For any commutative R algebra K, we set V˜K := V˜R ⊗R K. Let ι be the K-linear injection
from VK ∼= VR ⊗R K into V˜K defined by
m∑
i=1
kivi 7→
m∑
i=1
kivi+(m0−m)/2, ∀ k1, · · · , km ∈ K.
Let π be the K-linear surjection from V˜K onto VK defined by
m0∑
i=1
kivi 7→
m∑
i=1
ki+(m0−m)/2vi, ∀ k1, · · · , km0 ∈ K.
Then, ι induces an identification of g as a subalgebra of g˜, and also an identification of
SOm(K) (resp., Om(K)) as a subgroup of SOm0(K) (resp., Om0(K)). Henceforth, we fix these
embeddings. The following result is well-known (cf. [33, Part I, Lemma 7.16, 7.17(6)]).
Lemma 5.1. We have
EndUK(eg)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)
= EndKSOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)
,
EndUK(g)
(
V ⊗nK
)
= EndKSOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
.
Note that the homomorphism ι and π naturally induce a linear map
Θ0 : EndKSOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)→ EndKSOm(K)(V ⊗nK )
f 7→ π ◦ f ◦ ι.
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By restriction, we get a linear map (again denoted by Θ0) from EndKOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)
to
EndKOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
. Note that, Θ0 is in general not an algebra map.
Lemma 5.2. We have
(1) the map
Θ0 : EndKSOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)→ EndKSOm(K)(V ⊗nK )
is surjective.
(2) the map
Θ0 : EndKOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)→ EndKOm(K)(V ⊗nK )
is surjective.
Proof. We first prove (1). By Lemma 5.1, it suffices to show that the map
Θ0 : EndUK(eg)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)→ EndUK(g)(V ⊗nK )
is surjective. The same argument used in [10, Section 4] still works (except that we use a
slightly different embedding g →֒ g˜ here). So we shall give only a sketch here. Recall that for a
module M over a Hopf algebra H ,MH := {x ∈M |hx = εHx, ∀h ∈ H}. We have the following
commutative diagram
EndUK(eg)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
) ∼−−−−→ (V˜ ⊗2nK )UK(eg)
Θ0
y π⊗2ny
EndUK(g)
(
V ⊗nK
) ∼−−−−→ (V ⊗2nK )UK(g)
,
where the two horizontal maps are natural isomorphisms. Therefore, it suffices to show that
π⊗2n
((
V˜ ⊗2nK
)UK(eg))
=
(
V ⊗2nK
)UK(g)
.
Since (by the theory of tilting modules) all the maps and modules are defined over R, it suffices
to prove the above equality with K replaced by R. Let M˜ [ 6= 0]R,M [ 6= 0]R, B[0], B˜[0] be the
notations for g, g˜ which is defined in a similar way as in [10, Section 4]. We have the following
commutative diagram.(
V˜ ⊗2nR
)UR(eg) ∼−−−−→ (V˜ ⊗2nR /M˜ [ 6= 0]R)∗ −−−−→ (V˜ ⊗2nR )∗
π⊗2n
y (ι⊗2n)∗y(
V ⊗2nR
)UR(g) ∼−−−−→ (V ⊗2nR /M [ 6= 0]R)∗ −−−−→ (V ⊗2nR )∗
.
Hence it suffices to show that the rightmost vertical map is surjective.
Let
J0 :=
{
(i1, · · · , i2n) ∈ I(m, 2n)
∣∣∣ wi1 ⋄ · · · ⋄ wi2n ∈ B[0]},
J˜0 :=
{
(i1, · · · , i2n) ∈ I(m0, 2n)
∣∣∣ w˜i1 ⋄˜ · · · ⋄˜w˜i2n ∈ B˜[0]},
where {w1, · · · , wm} (resp., {w˜1, · · · , w˜m}) are canonical bases of VR (resp., of V˜R), “⋄” is the
notation in [35, (27.3.2)], and “⋄˜” is the similar notation for g˜. As in [10, Corollary 4.5], it is
clear that the set {
wi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wi2n +M [ 6= 0]R
∣∣∣ (i1, · · · , i2n) ∈ J0}
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forms an R-basis of V ⊗2nR /M [ 6= 0]R, and the set{
w˜i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ w˜i2n + M˜ [ 6= 0]R
∣∣∣ (i1, · · · , i2n) ∈ J˜0}
forms an R-basis of V˜ ⊗2nR /M˜ [ 6= 0]R. We set
J0[(m0 −m)/2] :=
{
((m0 −m)/2 + i1, · · · , (m0 −m)/2 + i2n)
∣∣∣ (i1, · · · , i2n) ∈ J0}.
Using the same argument as in the proof of [10, Theorem 4.7], we can show† that
J0[(m0 −m)/2] ⊆ J˜0. This implies that ι⊗2n maps V ⊗2nR /M [ 6= 0]R isomorphically onto an
R-direct summand of V˜ ⊗2nR /M˜ [ 6= 0]R. It follows that(
ι⊗2n
)∗((
V˜ ⊗2nR /M˜ [ 6= 0]R
)∗)
=
(
V ⊗2nR /M [ 6= 0]R
)∗
,
as required. This proves (1).
For (2), we note that if m is odd, then m0 is odd too (as m0 −m is even). In this case, since
θ acts as a scalar (1 or −1) on V ⊗nK , it is readily seen that
EndKOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)
= EndKSOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)
,
EndKOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
= EndKSOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
.
Therefore, by (1), we know Θ0 is surjective in this case. Now we assume that m is even, then
m0 is also even. We have the following commutative diagram.
EndKSOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
) ∼−−−−→ (V˜ ⊗2nK )SOm0 (K)
Θ0
y π⊗2ny
EndKSOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
) ∼−−−−→ (V ⊗2nK )SOm(K)
,
which implies (by (1)) that
π⊗2n
((
V˜ ⊗2nK
)SOm0 (K)) = (V ⊗2nK )SOm(K). (5.3)
Since θ normalizes SOm(K), θ must stabilize
(
V ⊗2nK
)SOm(K)
. As θ2 = 1 and 1 6= −1, it follows
that θ acts semisimply on
(
V ⊗2nK
)SOm(K)
with two eigenvalues 1,−1, and (V ⊗2nK )Om(K)
is nothing but its eigenspace belonging to 1. By (5.3), π⊗2n must map the eigenspace of(
V˜ ⊗2nK
)SOm0 (K) belonging to 1 surjectively onto the eigenspace of (VK⊗2n)SOm(K) belonging
to 1. In other words,
π⊗2n
((
V˜ ⊗2nK
)Om0 (K)) = (V ⊗2nK )Om(K).
Now the surjectivity of Θ0 in this case follows directly from the following commutative diagram.
EndKOm0 (K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
) ∼−−−−→ (V˜ ⊗2nK )Om0 (K)
Θ0
y π⊗2ny
EndKOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
) ∼−−−−→ (V ⊗2nK )Om(K)
.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
†Note that we get a shift here because we have used a slight different embedding g →֒ eg.
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Recall that the orthogonal bilinear form on V determines an Om(K)-isomorphism VK ∼= V ∗K .
Therefore, there is an isomorphism
EndK
(
V ⊗nK
) ∼= V ⊗nK ⊗ (V ⊗nK )∗ ∼= (V ⊗2nK )∗, (5.4)
such that for any given i = (i1, · · · , in), j = (j1, · · · , jn) ∈ I(m,n), the map which sends vl :=
vl1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vln to δi,lvj corresponds to the linear function
vk1 ⊗ vk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk2n 7→ δm+1−j1,k2nδm+1−j2,k2n−1 · · · δm+1−jn,kn+1
× δk1,i1δk2,i2 · · · δkn,in ,
for any (k1, · · · , k2n) ∈ I(m, 2n). The symmetric groupS2n acts on V ⊗2nK by place permutation,
hence also acts on
(
V ⊗2nK
)∗ ∼= EndK(V ⊗nK ). Similar results also hold for V˜K (with m replaced
by m0).
Let D ∈ Bdn. We can write D = Di,j , where
i = (i1, · · · , in), j = (j1, · · · , jn),
such that (i1, j1, i2, j2, · · · , in, jn) is a permutation of (1, 2, 3, · · · , 2n), and for each integer
1 ≤ s ≤ n, the vertex labelled by is is connected with the vertex labelled by js.
Lemma 5.5. (cf. [17], [23, Proposition 1.6], [34]) With the notations as above and (5.4) in
mind, for any w1, · · · , w2n ∈ VK , we have that
ϕ(Di,j)
(
w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ w2n
)
=
n∏
s=1
(wis , wjs).
Furthermore, ϕ is a S2n-module homomorphism. Similar results also hold for V˜K .
Proof. Let d−11 e1e3 · · · e2f−1σd2 be the basis element which corresponds to the Brauer
diagram D, where f be an integer with 0 ≤ f ≤ [n/2], σ ∈ S{2f+1,··· ,n} and d1, d2 ∈ Df ,
νf :=
(
(2f ), (n− 2f)) ⊢ n. Then the top horizontal edges of D connect (2i− 1)d1 and (2i)d1,
the bottom horizontal edges of D connect (2i− 1)d2 and (2i)d2, for i = 1, 2, · · · , f , and the
vertical edges of D connect (j)d1 and (j)σd2, for j = 2f + 1, 2f + 2, · · · , n.
Let i ∈ I(m,n). By our definitions of ϕ and the set Df , the action of
D = d−11 e1e3 · · · e2f−1σd2
on vi can be described as follows. Let (a1, b1), · · · , (af , bf ) be the set of all the horizontal edges
in the top row of D, where as < bs for each s and a1 < a2 < · · · < af . Let (c1, d1), · · · , (cf , df )
be the set of all the horizontal edges in the bottom row of D, where cs < ds for each s and
c1 < c2 < · · · < cf . Then for each integer s with 1 ≤ s ≤ f , the (cs, ds)th position of viD is the
following sum:
δias ,m+1−ibs
m∑
k=1
(vk ⊗ vk′).
We list those vertices in the top row of D which are not connected with horizontal edges
from left to right as ik2f+1 , ik2f+2 , · · · , ikn . Then, for each integer s with 2f + 1 ≤ s ≤ n, the
(sσd2)th position of viD is viks . Now it is easy to verify directly that ϕ(Di,j)
(
w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ w2n
)
=∏n
s=1(wis , wjs), from which we see immediately that ϕ is a S2n-module homomorphism.
We define a linear isomorphism Θ1 from the Bn(m0) onto Bn(m) as follows:
Θ1
(
d˜−11 e˜1e˜3 · · · e˜2f−1σ˜d˜2
)
= d1
−1e1e3 · · · e2f−1σd2,
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for each 0 ≤ f ≤ [n/2], λ ⊢ n− 2f , d1, d2 ∈ Df .
Lemma 5.6. The following diagram of maps
Bn(m0)
eϕ−−−−→ EndKOm0(K)
(
V˜ ⊗nK
)
Θ1
y Θ0y
Bn(m)
ϕ−−−−→ EndKOm(K)
(
V ⊗nK
)
is commutative.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.5.
Proof of Part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case m < n: Since m0 ≥ n, by the main result
in last section, we know that ϕ˜ is surjective. Since Θ1 is a linear isomorphism, and by Lemma
5.2 Θ0 is also surjective, the commutativity of the diagram in Lemma 5.6 immediately implies
that ϕ is also surjective. This completes the proof of Part b) in Theorem 1.2 in the case m < n.
6. The S2n-action on Bn(x)
In this section, we shall first introduce (cf. [22]) the right sign permutation action of the
symmetric group S2n on the set Bdn. Then we shall construct a new Z-basis for the resulting
right S2n-module, which yields filtrations ofBn(x) by right S2n-modules. Certain submodules
occurring in this filtration will play a central role in the next section.
For any fixed-point-free involution σ in the symmetric group S2n, the conjugate w
−1σw of
σ by w ∈ S2n is still a fixed-point-free involution. Therefore, we have a right action of the
symmetric group S2n on the set of fixed-point-free involutions in S2n. Note that the set Bdn
of Brauer n-diagrams can be naturally identified with the set of fixed-point-free involutions in
S2n. Hence we get (cf. [22], [30]) a right permutation action of the symmetric group S2n on
the set Bdn of Brauer n-diagrams. We use “ ∗ ” to denote this right permutation action. Let
Bn denote the free Z-module spanned by all the Brauer n-diagrams in Bdn. The right sign
permutation action of S2n on Bn is defined by
D ⋆ w := (−1)ℓ(w)D ∗ w.
We shall adopt the following labelling of the vertices in each Brauer diagram. Namely, for each
Brauer n-diagram D, we shall label the vertices in the top row of D by integers 1, 2, 3, · · · , n
from left to right, and label the vertices in the bottom row of D by integers n+ 1, n+ 2, n+
3, · · · , 2n from right to left (see Figure 6.1 for an example for n = 5). This way of labelling is
more suitable for studying the sign permutation action from S2n.
1 532 4
67910 8
Figure 6.1
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For any commutative Z-algebra R, we use Bn,R to denote the free R-module spanned by all
the Brauer n-diagrams in Bdn. Then Bn,R becomes a right R[S2n]-module. Clearly, there is
a canonical isomorphism Bn,R ∼= R⊗Z Bn, which is also a right R[S2n]-module isomorphism.
Taking R = Z[x], we deduce that the Brauer algebraBn(x) becomes a right Z[x][S2n]-module.
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, we define γ(i) := 2n+ 1− i. Then γ is an involution on {1, 2, · · · , 2n}.
It is well-known that the subgroup{
w ∈ S2n
∣∣ (γ(a))w = γ(aw) for any 1 ≤ a ≤ 2n}
is isomorphic to the wreath product Z2 ≀Sn of Z2 and Sn, which is a Weyl group of type Bn
(cf. [29]).
For any commutative Z-algebra R, let 1R denote the rank one trivial representation of R[Z2 ≀
Sn]. By [30, Lemma 2.1], under the right permutation action ∗, there is a right R[S2n]-module
isomorphism
Bn,R ∼= IndR[S2n]R[Z2≀Sn] 1R.
Let SGNR be the rank one sign representation of S2n.
Lemma 6.1. Let S2n act on Bn,R via the right sign permutation action “ ⋆” . Then there
is a right R[S2n]-module isomorphism
Bn,R ∼= SGNR⊗ IndR[S2n]R[Z2≀Sn] 1R.
Let k be a positive integer. A sequence of nonnegative integers λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · ) is said to be
a composition of k (denoted by λ  k) if
∑
i≥1 λi = k. A composition λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · ) is said
to be a partition of k (denoted by λ ⊢ k) if λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · . The conjugate of λ is defined to be
a partition λ′ = (λ′1, λ
′
2, · · · ), where λ′j := #{i|λi ≥ j} for j = 1, 2, · · · . Denote by Pn the set of
partitions of n. For any partition µ of 2n, denote by Sµ the associated Specht module overS2n.
The notion of Specht modules we use here is the same as that introduced in [44]. In particular,
S(2n) is the one-dimensional trivial representation of S2n, while S
(12n) is the one dimensional
sign representation of S2n. For any commutative Z-algebra R, we write S
µ
R := R⊗Z Sµ. Then{
SµQ
∣∣ µ ⊢ 2n} is a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple Q[S2n]-modules.
For any composition λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) of n, let 2λ := (2λ1, · · · , 2λs), which is a composition
of 2n. We define 2Pn :=
{
2λ
∣∣ λ ∈ Pn}.
Lemma 6.2. Let S2n act on Bn,Q via the right sign permutation action “ ⋆” . Then there
is a right Q[S2n]-module isomorphism
Bn,Q ∼=
⊕
λ∈2Pn
Sλ
′
Q .
Proof. This follows from [41, Chapter VII, (2.4)] (see [30, Lemma 2.2]).
For any non-negative integers a, b with a+ b ≤ n, we denote by Bd(a)(b) the set of all the Brauer
diagrams in Bdn which satisfy the following two conditions:
1) for any integer i with i ≤ a or i > a+ b, the vertex labelled by i is connected with the
vertex labelled by γ(i);
2) for any integer i with a < i ≤ a+ b, the vertex labelled by i is connected with the vertex
labelled by γ(j) for some integer j with a < j ≤ a+ b.
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Note that one can naturally identify any Brauer diagram D in Bd
(a)
(b) with an element w(D)
in S(a+1,a+2,··· ,a+b). Thus we can attach a sign ǫ(D) := (−1)ℓ(w(D)) to each Brauer diagram in
Bd
(a)
(b) , where ℓ(?) is the usual length function. We define
Y
(a)
(b) :=
∑
D∈Bd
(a)
(b)
ǫ(D)D
For each integer k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we set Y(k) := Y (0)(k) .
Definition 6.3. Let λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) be a partition of n. We define
Yλ := Y
(0)
(λ1)
Y
(λ1)
(λ2)
· · ·Y (λ1+λ2+···+λs−1)(λs) ∈ Bn.
We identify Sn with the set of Brauer n-diagrams in Bn which contain no horizontal edges.
LetSλ be its Young subgroup corresponding to λ. Then we actually have Yλ ∈ Sλ ⊂ Sn ⊂ Bn.
For any positive integer k and any composition µ = (µ1, · · · , µs) of k, the Young diagram of
µ is defined to be the set [µ] := {(a, b)|1 ≤ a ≤ s, 1 ≤ b ≤ µa}. The elements of [µ] are called
nodes of µ. A µ-tableau t is defined to be a bijective map from the Young diagram [µ] onto the
set {1, 2, · · · , k}. For each integer a with 1 ≤ a ≤ k, we define rest(a) = j − i if t(i, j) = a. We
denote by tµ the µ-tableau in which the numbers 1, 2, · · · , k appear in order along successive
rows. We denote by tµ the µ-tableau in which the numbers 1, 2, · · · , k appear in order along
successive columns. The row stabilizer of tµ, denoted by Sµ, is the Young subgroup of Sk
corresponding to µ. We define
xµ =
∑
w∈Sµ
w, yµ =
∑
w∈Sµ
(−1)ℓ(w)w.
Let wµ ∈ Sk be such that tµwµ = tµ. For example, if k = 8, µ = (3, 3, 1, 1), then
tµ =
1 2 3
4 5 6
7
8
, tµ =
1 5 7
2 6 8
3
4
, wµ = (2, 5, 6, 8, 4)(3, 7).
For any partition λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λs) of n, we define
λ̂ := (λ1, λ2, · · · , λs, λs, · · · , λ2, λ1),
which is a composition of 2n. Let Sbλ be the Young subgroup of S2n corresponding to λ̂.
Lemma 6.4. Let λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) be a partition of n. Then for any w ∈ Sbλ, we have that
Yλ ⋆ w = Yλ.
Proof. Since the elements Y
(0)
(λ1)
, Y
(λ1)
(λ2)
, · · · , Y (λ1+λ2+···+λs−1)(λs) pairwise commute with one
another, the lemma follows directly from definition.
Let k be a positive integer and µ be a composition of k. Recall that a µ-tableau t is called
row standard if the numbers increase along rows. We use RowStd(µ) to denote the set of all
the row-standard µ-tableaux. Suppose µ is a partition of k. Then t is called column standard
if the numbers increase down columns, and standard if it is both row and column standard.
We use Std(µ) to denote the set of all the standard µ-tableaux.
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Note that every partition in the set (2Pn)′ is of the form
ν˜ := (ν1, ν1, ν2, ν2, · · · , νs, νs),
where ν := (ν1, ν2, · · · , νs) is a partition of n. Now let ν = (ν1, · · · , νs) be a partition of n.
For any t ∈ RowStd(ν˜), let d(t) ∈ S2n be such that teνd(t) = t. Let Yν,t := Yν ⋆ d(t). For any
commutative Z-algebra R, we define
MλR := R-Span
{
Yν,t
∣∣∣ t ∈ Std(ν˜), λ✂ ν ∈ Pn}.
We write Mλ =MλZ. We are interested in the module MλR. In the remaining part of this
paper, we shall see that this module is actually a right S2n-submodule of Bn,R (with respect
to the action “⋆”), and it shares many properties with the permutation module xbλZ[S2n]. In
particular, it also has a Specht filtration, and it is stable under base change, i.e., R⊗Z Mλ ∼=
MλR for any commutative Z-algebra R.
For our purpose, we need to recall some results in [44] and [42] on the Specht filtrations
of permutation modules over the symmetric group S2n. Let λ, µ be two partitions of 2n.
A µ-tableau of type λ is a map S : [µ]→ {1, 2, · · · , 2n} such that each i appears exactly λi
times. S is said to be semistandard if each row of S is nondecreasing and each column of S
is strictly increasing. Let T0(µ, λ) be the set of all the semistandard µ-tableaux of type λ.
Then T0(µ, λ) 6= ∅ only if µ☎ λ, where “☎” is the dominance order as defined in [44]. For each
standard µ-tableau s, let λ(s) be the tableau which is obtained from s by replacing each entry
i in s by r if i appear in row r of tλ. Then λ(s) is a µ-tableau of type λ.
For each standard µ-tableau t and each semistandard µ-tableau S of type λ, we define
xS,t :=
∑
s∈Std(µ),λ(s)=S
d(s)−1xµd(t).
Then by [44, Section 7], the set{
xS,t
∣∣∣ S ∈ T0(µ, λ), t ∈ Std(µ), λ ✂ µ ⊢ 2n}
form a Z-basis of xλZ[S2n]. Furthermore, for any commutative Z-algebra R, the canonical
surjective homomorphism R⊗Z xλZ[S2n]։ xλR[S2n] is an isomorphism.
For each partition µ of 2n and for each semistandard µ-tableau S of type λ, according to the
results in [44, Section 7] and [42], both the following Z-submodules
MλS : = Z-Span
({
xS,s
∣∣ s ∈ Std(µ)}⋃{
xT,t
∣∣ T ∈ T0(ν, λ), t ∈ Std(ν), µ✁ ν ⊢ 2n}),
MλS,✄ : = Z-Span
{
xT,t
∣∣∣ T ∈ T0(ν, λ), t ∈ Std(ν), µ✁ ν ⊢ 2n},
are Z[S2n]-submodules, and the quotient of MλS by M
λ
S,✄ is canonical isomorphic to S
µ so
that the images of the elements xS,s, where s ∈ Std(µ), form the standard Z-basis of Sµ. In
this way, it gives rise to a Specht filtration of xλZ[S2n]. Each semistandard µ-tableau of type
λ yields a factor which is isomorphic to Sµ so that xλZ[S2n] has a series of factors, ordered
by ✂, each isomorphic to some Sµ, µ☎ λ; moreover, the multiplicity of Sµ is the number of
semistandard µ-tableaux of type λ.
Let λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) be a partition of n, where λs > 0. We write
λ̂ = (ak11 , a
k2
2 , · · · , aks′s′ , aks′s′ , · · · , ak22 , ak11 ),
where a1 > a2 > · · · > as′ , ki ∈ N for each i, akii means that ai repeats ki times. Let λ̂′ be
the conjugate of λ̂. Let S˜bλ be the subgroup of Sbλ′ consisting of all the elements w satisfying
the following condition: for any integers 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s with λ̂i = λ̂j , and any integers a, b with
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1 ≤ a, b ≤ λ̂i,
(tbλ(i, a))w = tbλ(j, a)
⇔ tbλ(i, b))w = tbλ(j, b)
⇔ tbλ(2s+ 1− i, a))w = tbλ(2s+ 1− j, a)
⇔ tbλ(2s+ 1− i, b))w = tbλ(2s+ 1− j, b).
Let D˜bλ be a complete set of right coset representatives of S˜bλ in Sbλ′ .
Lemma 6.5. Let λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) be a partition of n, where λs > 0. We keep the notations
as above. Let
nbλ :=
s′∏
i=1
2ki(ki!), hbλ :=
∑
w∈ eDbλ
(−1)ℓ(w)w.
Then
Yλ ⋆
(
wbλybλ′
)
= nbλ
(
Yλ ⋆ (wbλhbλ)
)
,
and for any commutative Z-algebra R, 1R ⊗Z (Yλ ⋆ (wbλhbλ)) 6= 0 in Bn,R.
Proof. By definition,
ybλ′ =
∑
w∈Sbλ′
(−1)ℓ(w)w =
( ∑
w∈eSbλ
(−1)ℓ(w)w
)
hbλ.
By definition, it is easy to see that for any w ∈ S˜bλ, ℓ(w) is an even integer. Now the first
statement of this lemma follows from the following identity:
(Yλ ⋆ wbλ) ⋆
( ∑
w∈eSbλ′
w
)
= nbλ
(
Yλ ⋆ wbλ
)
.
Let d be the Brauer n-diagram in which the vertex labelled by tbλ(i, r) is connected with the
vertex labelled by tbλ(2s+ 1− i, r) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ r ≤ λi. Then it is easy to see that d
appears with coefficient (−1)ℓ(wbλ) in the expression of Yλ ⋆ (wbλhbλ) as linear combinations of
the basis of Brauer n-diagrams. It follows that for any commutative Z-algebra R, 1R ⊗Z (Yλ ⋆
(wbλhbλ)) 6= 0 in Bn,R, as required.
Following [43], we define the Jucys-Murphy operators of Z[S2n].{
L1 : = 0,
La : = (a− 1, a) + (a− 2, a) + · · ·+ (1, a), a = 2, 3, · · · , 2n.
Let λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) be a partition of n. Then λ˜ is the unique partition obtained by reordering
the parts of λ̂. Let zeλ := xeλweλyeλ′ . By [11, Lemma 4.3], there is a Z[S2n]-module isomorphism
from S
bλ onto S
eλ, which maps zbλ to ±zeλ. Now applying [12, (3.14)], for each integer 1 ≤ a ≤ 2n,
we deduce that (
xbλwbλybλ′
)
La = resteλ(a)
(
xbλwbλybλ′
)
.
For each standard λ˜-tableau t, we define
Θt :=
n∏
i=1
∏
u∈Std(eλ)
resu(i) 6=rest(i)
Li − resu(i)
rest(i)− resu(i) .
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By Lemma 6.4 and Frobenius reciprocity, there is a surjective right Z[S2n]-module homomor-
phism πλ from xbλZ[S2n] onto YλZ[S2n] which extends the map xbλ 7→ Yλ. In particular, by
Lemma 6.5, (
Yλ ⋆ wbλhbλ
)
⋆ La = resteλ(a)
(
Yλ ⋆ (wbλhbλ)
)
.
Proposition 6.6. Let λ = (λ1, · · · , λs) be a partition of n. We have that
[YλQ[S2n] : S
eλ
Q] = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, we have that
Bn,Q ∼=
⊕
µ∈(2Pn)′
SµQ.
It is well-known that each SµQ has a basis
{
vt
}
t∈Std(µ)
satisfying
vtLi = rest(i)vt, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Since YλQ[S2n] ⊆ Bn,Q, we can write
Yλ ⋆ (wbλhbλ) =
∑
µ∈(2Pn)′
∑
t∈Std(µ)
Atvt,
where At ∈ Q for each t.
For each µ ∈ (2Pn)′ and each t ∈ Std(µ), we apply the operator Θt on both sides of the
above identity and use Lemma 6.5 and the above discussion. We get that At 6= 0 if and only
if µ = λ˜ and t = teλ. In other words, Yλ ⋆ (wbλhbλ) = Ateλvteλ for some 0 6= Ateλ ∈ Q. This implies
that the projection from YλQ[S2n] to S
eλ
Q is nonzero. Hence,
[YλQ[S2n] : S
eλ
Q] = 1,
as required.
Suppose λ ∈ Pn. Let Dbλ,eλ be the set of distinguished Sbλ-Seλ double coset representatives in
S2n (cf. [11]). By [13, (1.1)], d
−1
λ Sbλdλ = Seλ for some dλ ∈ Dbλ,eλ. Hence xbλdλ = dλxeλ. Then
it is easy to see that the set{
dλxS,t
∣∣∣ S ∈ T0(µ, λ˜), t ∈ Std(µ), λ˜✂ µ ⊢ 2n}
forms a Z-basis of xbλZ[S2n], and the sets dλM
eλ
S , dλM
eλ
S,☎ define Specht filtrations for xbλZ[S2n].
By the natural surjective right Z[S2n]-module homomorphism πλ from xbλZ[S2n] onto
YλZ[S2n], we know that the elements πλ
(
dλxS,t
)
, where S ∈ T0(µ, λ˜), t ∈ Std(µ), λ˜✂ µ ⊢ 2n,
span YλZ[S2n] as Z-module. Recall our definition of Mλ in the paragraph below Lemma 6.4.
Proposition 6.7. Let λ be as in the previous proposition. For any partition µ of 2n and
any S ∈ T0(µ, λ˜), we have that πλ
(
dλM
eλ
S
) ⊆Mλ. In particular, YλZ[S2n] ⊆Mλ.
Proof. We first prove a weak version of the claim in this proposition. That is, for any
partition µ of 2n and any S ∈ T0(µ, λ˜),
πλ
(
dλM
eλ
S
) ⊆MλQ.
We consider the dominance order “✂ ” and make induction on λ. We start with the partition
λ = (n), which is the unique maximal partition of n with respect to “✂ ”. Then λ̂ = (n, n) = λ˜
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and dλ = 1. Let
S :=
(
1, 1, · · · , 1
2, 2, · · · , 2
)
be the unique semistandard (n, n)-tableau in T0((n, n), (n, n)). Since Q⊗Z MeλS,✄ contains no
composition factors in
{
SeνQ
∣∣ ν ∈ (2Pn)′}, it follows that πλ(MeλS,✄) = 0. Hence πλ induces a
surjective homomorphism
S
(n,n)
Q
∼=MeλS /MeλS,✄ ։ YλQ[S2n],
by which it is easy to see the claim in this proposition is true for λ = (n).
Now let λ✁ (n) be a partition of n. Assume that for any partition ν of n satisfying ν ✄ λ,
the claim in this proposition is true. We now prove the claim for the partition λ.
Let µ✄ λ be a partition of 2n with T0(µ, λ˜) 6= ∅. We consider again the dominance order “✂ ”
and make induction on µ. Since T0((2n), λ˜) contains a unique element S⋆, Std((2n)) = {t(2n)},
by Lemma 6.2, it is clear that
πλ
(
dλxS⋆,t(2n)
)
= πλ(x(2n)) = 0 ∈Mλ.
So in this case the claim of this proposition is still true.
Now let µ✄ λ˜ be a partition of 2n with T0(µ, λ˜) 6= ∅ and µ✁ (2n). Assume that for any
partition ν of 2n satisfying T0(ν, λ˜) 6= ∅ and ν ✄ µ,
πλ
(
dλM
eλ
S
) ⊆MλQ,
for any S ∈ T0(ν, λ˜).
Let S ∈ T0(µ, λ˜). The homomorphism πλ induces a surjective map from dλMeλS /dλMeλS,✄ onto(
πλ(dλM
eλ
S )
)
/
(
πλ(dλM
eλ
S,✄)
)
.
Hence it also induces a surjective map π˜λ from(
Q⊗Z dλMeλS /
(
Q⊗Z dλMeλS,✄
) ∼= Q⊗Z (dλMeλS /dλMeλS,✄) ∼= SµQ
onto
Q⊗Z
(
πλ(dλM
eλ
S )/πλ(dλM
eλ
S,✄)
)
.
Since SµQ is irreducible, the above map is either a zero map or an isomorphism. If it is a zero
map, then (by induction hypothesis)
πλ(dλM
eλ
S ) ⊆ πλ(dλMeλS,✄) ⊆MλQ.
It remains to consider the case where π˜λ is an isomorphism. In particular,
Q⊗Z
(
πλ(dλM
eλ
S )/πλ(dλM
eλ
S,✄)
) ∼= SµQ.
Applying Lemma 6.2, we know that µ ∈ (2Pn)′. Therefore we can write µ = ν˜ for some ν ∈ Pn.
Note that µ✄ λ˜ implies that ν ✄ λ.
On the other hand, there is also a surjective homomorphism πν from xbνZ[S2n]/dνM eνS0,✄
onto (
πν(xbνZ[S2n])
)
/
(
πν(dνM
eν
S0,✄)
)
= YνZ[S2n]/
(
πν(dνM
eν
S0,✄)
)
,
where S0 is the unique semistandard µ-tableau in T0(µ, ν˜) in which the numbers
1, 1, · · · , 1, 2, 2, · · · , 2, · · · , 2n, · · · , 2n appears in order along successive rows. Hence it also
induces a surjective map π˜ν from(
Q⊗Z xbνZ[S2n]/
(
Q ⊗Z dνM eνS0,✄
) ∼= Q⊗Z (xbνZ[S2n]/dνM eνS0,✄) ∼= SµQ
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onto
Q⊗Z
(
YνZ[S2n]/πν(dνM
eν
S0,✄)
) ∼= (Q⊗Z YνZ[S2n])/(Q⊗Z πν(dνM eνS0,✄)).
It is well-known that SµQ does not occur as composition factor in Q⊗Z dνM eνS0,✄. Hence SµQ
does not occur as composition factor in
Q⊗Z πν(dνM eνS0,✄).
By Proposition 6.6, SµQ occurs as composition factor with multiplicity one in Q⊗Z YνZ[S2n].
Therefore,
Q⊗Z YνZ[S2n] 6= Q⊗Z πν(dνM eνS0,✄).
It follows that π˜ν must be an isomorphism. Hence
Q⊗Z
(
YνZ[S2n]/πν(dνM
eν
S0,✄)
) ∼= SµQ.
We write A = πλ(dλM
eλ
S ), B = YνZ[S2n]. Since S
µ
Q appears only once in Bn,Q, it follows that
SµQ must occur as composition factor in the module(
Q⊗Z A
) ∩ (Q⊗Z B) = Q⊗Z (A ∩B).
Hence SµQ can not occur as composition factor in the module(
Q⊗Z A
)
/
(
Q⊗Z (A ∩B)
) ∼= Q⊗Z (A/A ∩B).
Therefore, the image of the canonical projection Q⊗Z A→ Q⊗Z (A/A ∩B) must be contained
in the image of Q⊗Z πλ(dλMeλS,✄). However, by induction hypothesis, both πλ(dλMeλS,✄) and B
are contained in the Q-span of
{
Yα,u
∣∣∣ u ∈ Std(α˜), λ✂ α ∈ Pn}. It follows that
πλ
(
dλM
eλ
S
) ⊆MλQ,
as required.
Suppose that
πλ
(
dλM
eλ
S
) 6⊆ Mλ.
Then (by the Z-freeness of Bn) there exists an element x ∈ dλMeλS , integers a, au, and a prime
divisor p ∈ N of a, such that
aπλ(x) =
∑
λ✂α∈Pn
∑
u∈Std(eα)
auYα ⋆ d(u),
and Σp :=
{
α ∈ Pn
∣∣ λ✂ α, p ∤ au, for some u ∈ Std(α˜)} 6= ∅.
We take an α ∈ Σp such that α is minimal with respect to “✂”. Then we take an u ∈ Std(α˜)
such that p ∤ au and ℓ(d(u)) is maximal among the elements in the set
{
u ∈ Std(α˜) ∣∣ p ∤ au}.
Let σu be the unique element in S2n such that d(u)σu = wα and ℓ(wα) = ℓ(d(u)) + ℓ(σu). We
consider the finite field Fp as a Z-algebra. By [11, (4.1)], we know that for any composition β
of 2n, any γ ∈ P2n, and element w ∈ S2n,
xβwyγ′ 6= 0 only if γ ☎ β; while xβwyβ′ 6= 0 only if w ∈ Sβwβ .
Hence for any β ∈ Pn, γ ∈ P2n,
Yβ ⋆ (wyγ′) 6= 0 only if γ ☎ β̂; Yβ ⋆ (wybβ′) 6= 0 only if w ∈ Sbβwbβ .
Now applying Lemma 6.5, we get
0 = 1Fp ⊗Z
(
aπλ(x) ⋆ (σuhbα)
)
= ±1Fp ⊗Z
(
auYα ⋆ (wbαhbα)
) 6= 0,
which is a contradiction. This proves that πλ
(
dλM
eλ
S
) ⊆Mλ.
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Corollary 6.8. For any partition λ ∈ Pn and any commutative Z-algebra R, MλR is a
right S2n-submodule of Bn,R.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 6.7.
Theorem 6.9. For any partition λ ∈ Pn and any commutative Z-algebra R, the canonical
map R⊗Z Mλ →MλR is an isomorphism, and the set{
Yν,t
∣∣∣ t ∈ Std(ν˜), λ✂ ν ∈ Pn}
forms an R-basis of MλR. In particular, the set{
Yλ,t
∣∣∣ t ∈ Std(λ˜), λ ∈ Pn}
forms an R-basis of Bn,R.
Proof. We take λ = (1n), then YλZ[S2n] = Bn. It is well-known that Bn,R ∼= R ⊗Z Bn for
any commutative Z-algebra R. Applying Proposition 6.7, we get that for any commutative
Z-algebra R, the set {
Yλ,t
∣∣∣ t ∈ Std(λ˜), λ ∈ Pn}
must form an R-basis of Bn,R. By the R-linear independence of the elements in this set and
Corollary 6.8, we also get that, for any partition λ ∈ 2Pn, the set{
Yν,t
∣∣∣ t ∈ Std(ν˜), λ✂ ν ∈ Pn}
must form an R-basis ofMλR. Therefore, for any commutative Z-algebra R, the canonical map
R⊗Z Mλ →MλR is an isomorphism.
Theorem 6.10. For any partition λ ∈ Pn and any commutative Z-algebra R, we define
M✄λR := R-Span
{
Yν,t
∣∣∣ t ∈ Std(ν˜), λ✁ ν ∈ Pn}.
Then M✄λR is a right R[S2n]-submodule of MλR, and there is a R[S2n]-module isomorphism
MλR/M✄λR ∼= S
eλ
R.
In particular, Bn,R has a Specht filtration.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where R = Z. We first show that
MλQ ∼= ⊕λ✂µ∈PnSeµQ, M✄λQ ∼= ⊕λ✁µ∈PnSeµQ.
For each µ ∈ Pn, we use ρλµ to denote the composite of the embedding MλQ →֒ Bn,Q and the
projection Bn,Q ։ S
eµ
Q. Suppose that ρ
λ
µ 6= 0. Then ρλµ must be a surjection. We claim that
µ☎ λ. In fact, if µ 4 λ, then for any λ✂ ν ∈ Pn, µ 4 ν, and xbνZ[S2n]wbµ′xbµwbµybµ′ = 0, hence
Yν,t ⋆ (wbµ′xbµwbµybµ′) = 0 for any t ∈ Std(ν˜). It follows that MλQ(wbµ′xbµwbµybµ′) = 0. Therefore,
SeµQ(wµ′xbµwbµybµ′) = 0. On the other hand, since S
eµ
Q
∼= xbµwbµybµ′Q[S2n], and by [36, Lemma 5.7],
xbµwbµybµ′(wbµ′xbµwbµybµ′) =
( ∏
(i,j)∈[bµ]
hbµi,j
)
xbµwbµybµ′ 6= 0,
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where hbµi,j is the (i, j)-hook length in [µ̂], we get a contradiction. Therefore, ρ
λ
µ 6= 0 must imply
that µ☎ λ. Now counting the dimensions, we deduce thatMλQ ∼= ⊕λ✂µ∈PnSeµQ. In a similar way,
we can prove that M✄λQ ∼= ⊕λ✁µ∈PnSeµQ. It follows that MλQ/M✄λQ ∼= SeλQ.
We now consider the natural map from xbλZ[S2n] ontoMλ/M✄λ. Since Q⊗Z dλM
eλ
S0,✄
does
not contain S
eλ
Q as a composition factor, it follows that (by Proposition 6.7) the image of
dλM
eλ
S0,✄
must be 0. Therefore we get a surjective map from S
eλ onto Mλ/M✄λ. This map
sends the standard basis of S
eλ to the canonical basis of Mλ/M✄λ. So it must be injective as
well, as required.
7. The second main result
In this section, we shall use Theorem 1.2 and the results obtained in Section 6 to give an
explicit and characteristic-free description of the annihilator of the n-tensor space V ⊗n in the
Brauer algebra Bn(m).
Let K be an arbitrary infinite field of odd characteristic. Let m,n ∈ N. Let V be the m-
dimensional orthogonal K-vector space we introduced before. Let O(V ) be the corresponding
orthogonal group, acting naturally on V , and hence on the n-tensor space V ⊗n from the left-
hand side. As we mentioned in the introduction, this left action on V ⊗n is centralized by the
specialized Brauer algebra Bn(m)K := K ⊗Z Bn(m), where K is regarded as Z-algebra in a
natural way. The Brauer algebra Bn(m)K acts on n-tensor space V
⊗n from the right-hand
side. Let ϕ be the natural K-algebra homomorphism
ϕ : (Bn(m)K)
op → EndK
(
V ⊗n
)
.
Recall (see (5.4)) that there is an isomorphism EndK
(
V ⊗n
) ∼= (V ⊗2n)∗, and the place
permutation action of the symmetric group S2n on V
⊗2n naturally induces an action on
EndK
(
V ⊗n
) ∼= (V ⊗2n)∗. By Lemma 5.5, we know that ϕ is a S2n-module homomorphism.
Using the Om(C)-CS2n-bimodule decomposition of V
⊗2n
C (cf. [38]), it is easy to check that
dim
(
V ⊗2nC
)Om(C)
=
∑
λ∈(2Pn)
′
λ1≤m
dimSλ.
Now applying Theorem 1.2, Lemma 3.7 and our previous discussion, we deduce that
Lemma 7.1. With the notations as above, we have that
dim(Kerϕ) =
∑
λ∈(2Pn)
′
λ1>m
dimSλ.
We remark that when K = C, the above result was deduced in the work of [34] and [23,
Proposition 1.6].
Proof of Theorem 1.4: For any λ ∈ Pn, it is easy to see that λ☎ (m+ 1, 1n−m−1) if and
only if λ1 > m. Therefore, by Theorem 6.9 and Lemma 7.1, dimKerϕ = dimM(m+1,1
n−m−1)
K .
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Furthermore, by Lemma 7.1, Kerϕ is a S2n-submodule of Bn(m). Therefore, by Lemma 7.1,
to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that Yλ ∈ Kerϕ for each partition λ ∈ Pn satisfying
λ1 > m.
By definition, Yλ := Y
(0)
(λ1)
Y
(λ1)
(λ2)
· · ·Y (λ1+λ2+···+λs−1)(λs) . By [28], we know that Y
(0)
(λ1)
∈ Kerϕ
whenever λ1 > m. It follows that Yλ ∈ Kerϕ as required. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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